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INTRODUCTION II



eppun Taiken rose to sit on his knees, ignoring the discomfort in his legs from the long time he had spent in prostration and prayer. He drCIV upon his training, putting the pain aside and focusing instead on the honor being bestOlved upon him. The ritual chamber lVas completely silent, save {or the occasional faint sound o( the candle's flame burning alVay at the \\lick. "Taiken," his sensei's voice said from somewhere behind him. "You have labored long and hard, going Ivell beyond your kinsmen Ivho studied alongside you. You have mastered arts they lVill not even begin to understand for years to come, and you have shOlvn talent for even more in the future. Of all those studenls Ivho entered the temple these many years ago, you alone have proven lVorthy." Taiken bOlved his head at the undiluted praise, unsure o{ holV to respond. ''Thank you, sensei, " was all he said. "NolV there is but a Single question, and your anslVer lvill determine hoi\' lVe Ivilf proceed from this moment." He could {eel her standing near him. "Seppun Taiken, do you Ivish to join the ranks of the Hidden Guard?" He considered the question for a moment The answer Ivas simple, ofcourse, but there were mrely Simple questions, and he imagined this I\'as a test o( some sort. Ultimately, he decided, he could only answer honestly. "/ desire only to protect the Emperor, his honor, and his court," he said. 'There are no greater defenders o{ those things than the Hidden Guard." /-lis sensei, Sepplln Yoshiko, Ivalked into his field of vision, coming to stand betlVeen him Qnd the altar. "Well said. Rise."



S



He did 50. 'Thank you, sensei," he said, his tone mved.



"Do not thank me," she repiied. ''You have only yoursel{ to thank {or this appointment. As I said, you have eamed it." She smiled siighlly. 'There Ivill iikely be days IVhen you regret this choice." Taiken drew back in shock. "Never!" "Do not be so certain. The path o{ the Hidden Guard is diffiCUlt and dangerous. The perils lVe must {ace are lVithout number, and there are {elV Ive can call upon {or allies." Taiken {rollmed. "[ knOll' o{ the piols o{ the lVeak-lVilied among the Clans," he said. "We studied many such accounls in the dojo. Is our greatest enemy not the Shadmvlands? Are they not the enemy o{ the Great etans as Ivell?" 'The ShadOlvlands is but one o( many enemies," Yoshiko corrected. 'They are by {or the most dangerous, but atso one Ive {ace only in{requently. Poiitical dissidenls, sel{-aggrandizing plots, these are (or more (requently our concern, and ones we take no less seriously (or their non-lethal nature. Treachel}' can erode the soul of an empire for, {or more quickly than violence (rom external sources." She made a dismissive gesture. "As {or the ShadOlvlands being the enemy of the Great Clans, of course. They are by for their OlVn lVorst enemies, however." Taiken's frolVn deepened. "There must be some among the Clans we can number as our allies." "There are those Ivho {ancy themselves guardians of the Empire," Yoshiko admitted. "Chief among them the Kuni Witch Hunters, Asako Inquisitors, and certain members o( the Scorpion who seek out darkness in order to eradicate it



They have good intentions, perhaps, but their perceptions are colored by the impurity of their service." The young shugenja nodded. ''The do not serve the Emperor directly." "No, they do not," his sensei confirmed. "Their service to the Emperor is diluted by their loyalty to their Daimyo and



Shugenja are relatively fev.7 in number; for to speak



with the Elemental spirits well enough to stand any chance of persuading them to do one's bidding is a rare



gift indeed, one found only through a fortunate birth. In Rokugan, a spellcaster is made by fate, not human will. The world they knmv is one of superhuman power,



their Champions. Some even believe the kami themselves



a world of miracles -



are to be exalted above the word ofman." "Blasphemous," Taiken muttered. "The kami are the spirits ofthe mortal realm, instilled Ivith purpose by the Celestial Heavens, Ivho gave dominion over the realm and all in it to the Emperor at the dmvn of the Empire."



both body and soul.



Yoshiko smiled. "You have learned your lessons \\Iell.



Now take them to heart. They are not merely lessons, but truths, vilaI tnuths upon Ivhich evel}'thing depends. Our performance of our duties hinges upon our understanding the proper priorities, priorities all men must understand." Taiken bolVed his head. "llvi/l remember, sensei."



"1 knOlv," she anslvered. "Now, let us move to the temple. You will be receiving your first assignment. It is a difficult time for us, with no Emperor. There are many among the Imperial Families who might have a legitimate claim, and all must be protected until the tnue line con be established."



but also one of great hazard to



Prayers and Treasures explores the shugenja's craft



and the place of these extraordinary people in Rokugan, as well as the effect communication with the kami (and the kansen, for that matter) has had on the material cuiture of the Empire. Chapter t discusses the role shugenja play in the Empire's most important factions - the Great Clans, the new and sinister Spider Clan, the Mi-



nor Clans, and the Imperial Families. Ronin shugenja are not neglected, despite their small numbers. Chapter 2 introduces over 150 new spells, includ-



ing maho spells, for use with Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition. In addition, under the listings for each Element is a comprehensive, ready-ref-



erence list of all of the spells of that Element currently available for use with Third Edition rules, including the spells described in the core rule book and in The Art of the Duel.
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Chapter 3 introduces a new Advanced School, the
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Master Artificer, not specific to any Clan or other fac~
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tion, as well as some optional rules for refining the process of creating nemuranai. The heart of the chap-
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of them legendary (like the Ancestral Swords of the
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Clans), some of them relatively minor and everyday.
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ter is a catalogue of magical items themselves, some



Some of these items originated in earlier editions of the



Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying game, but many have only previously appeared in the Legend of the Five Rings collectible card game, and arc presented here for the roleplaying game for the tirst time.



This is a book about the place of magic in Rokugan, but it is not just about shugenja and their craft. It is also a treatment of the Empire's soul and its history, vie'Ned through the lens of an extraordinary class of the Emperor's subjects and the contributions they have made, and continue to make, through twelve centuries of the



Emerald Empire.
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n Rokugan, magic is not merely the means by which



simply do not have the time or inclination to learn



a shugenja gathers and utilizes pmver. It is also a



more about it. Instead, they are simply happy to have shugenja standing alongside them on the Wall to help defeat those ani whose flesh is too thick to be pierced by steel.



sacred trust for a mortal blessed by the Heavens to commune with their servants. who live within all things. Shugenja can be pmverful warriors, brilliant courtiers,



'"



and any number of other things, but first and foremost they are priests, and this emphasis must never be



forgot~



ten lest they lose the favor of the Elements and all their power disappear in an instant. .. leaving only a lifetime of regret. Even so, it should come as no surprise that those priests affiliated with the various Great Clans have differ-



ent, sometimes radically different outlooks on virtually every aspect of magic and its implementation.



The empire through the Ryes the K.awi.



at



Rokugan is a spiritual place, suffused as it is \".Iith



the countless Elemental spirits that comprise all things. The kami within objects can awaken over time, creating powerful artifacts called nemuranai,



but the spirits within common everyday objects can also exert some degree of power even when



Lke Crab Clan



not fully awakened. This has little effect on the day-to-day affairs of most mortals, but it can still have a powerful impact on the ambiance of a par-



ticular location. After a thousand years of expo-



If there is one thing that can be said about all Crab, it is that they are a practical people. Everything they encounter, whether as a Clan or as individuals, they



perceive in terms of its value as a \veapon against the



Shadowlands. Magic is no different, and indeed it is often viewed with an almost irreverent attitude by the rank-and-file of the Clan, those who do not possess the ability to speak to the kami. It is relatively rare for any Crab outside the Kuni family to comprehend the subtle



sure to the unique philosophies and mindsets of the Great Clans, the kami that occupy the lands of those Clans have come to reflect the values and moods of the mortals around them. The following entries for the Great Clans contain some degree



of simplification and generalization for rhetorical emphasis, but they are still an accurate representation of how the kami's influence can color the



perceptions of shugenja who visit the lands of



other Clans.



intricacies of magic, aside from those rare individuals



able to speak to the Elements themselves. Most Crab
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and placed inside the ritually prepared area. The result of your roll to cast the spell serves as the TN of the



o



Raw \,Villpower Roll at which the creature must succeed



Daidoji. More than any other Crane Family, the everpractical Daidoji understand the enormous benefits the Clan could reap if the Asahina's magic could be brought to bear on the field of battle. They have seen first-hand the effects of magic employed by the Phoenix, the Lion,



before it can even attempt to leave the area, even if the



and the Crab, and have long desired such a resource in



manacles are later removed.



battle for themselves. However, the Doji have decreed the Asahina are to be permitted to follow their ovm



fou.
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Magic is a continual source of frustration for the



name must be inscribed upon the manacles. This spell
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path, and the Daidoji have never been the sort to quesseen a splinter movement within the Asahina toward



Almost alone among the Great Clans, the Crane do



Shadowlands, and this has done much to restore the Daidoji Family's faith in them. Beyond that, while the



more aggressive philosophies, particularly against the
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tion their lords' decisions. The past few decades has



The Crane Clan not use magic in an offensive manner against their en-



Daidoji respect the power enemy magic commands on



emies. Crane armies are accompanied by shugenja, but



the battlefield, they ultimately see it as simply another



they playa support role rather than a directly combatoriented one. This is not to say the Clan as a whole does not appreciate the power of magic: far from it. But they



obstacle to overcome.



choose to honor that rarest of arts by focusing it in other



not all great talents must be turned exclusively to de-



the Crane Clan. It is the Doji who decided the descendants of Isawa Asahina should be permitted to pursue their own path, despite the Daidoji continually pointing out the benefits of deploying magic on the battlefield. Were it not for the devotion of the Family to the ideals of Lady Doji, it is possible the Asahina Family would never



struction and mayhem.



have sprung into being at all, and certainly it would bear



areas. In the manner of their founder, the Lady Doji, architect of Rokugan's culture and society, the Crane choose to allow magic to flourish in all areas save war,



hoping to set an example to the rest of the Empire that



The Doji, like the ruling Family of every Clan, have ultimate authority over the duties shugenja take up within



Almost all the Crane Clan's shugenja come from the



little resemblance to its current incarnation. The Doji,



Asahina family. There have been historical accounts



however, believe as their founder did that all must pur-



of Doji or Kakita with the ability to speak to the kami,



sue their own path, and that violence is not a fit pursuit



but they are as rare as bushi among the Asahina, and



for a truly civilized being. Thus, the Asahina are permit-



there has never been any known instance of a Daidoji



ted their pacifism, and the Doji have found other ways of turning their abilities to the benefit of the Clan.



shugenja. The Asahina view of magic is unlike that of



any other shugenja Family outside of the Phoenix Clan.



Unlike the other non-shugenja Crane Families, the



They vieY',1 magic as a calling to which one must con-



Kakita have no particular philosophy regarding magic.



sciously and deliberately devote oneself, rather than



Perhaps more than any other Family in any Clan, the



just an innate ability; as a result, the vast majority of



Kakita believe in finding one's own path and devoting



the Family take extensive vows of pacifism, chastity,



oneself utterly to it. Known particularly for their arti-



and charity, regarding these devotions as part and par~



sans and their duelists, the Kakita are perfectly content



cel of the abilities they have been granted by the grace



to pennit the Asahina to pursue their own agenda. It



of the Fortunes and their ancestors. Until recently, it



has no direct effect on them, and so they do not trouble



was quite rare for any Asahina-trained shugenja to raise



themselves over it. As for magic itself, the Kakita con-



a hand against a living being, much less use magic in



sider it another art that requires a lifetime of devotion



a lethal manner. Because the Crane are so accepting of



and contemplation to fully understand, just like the arts



non-militant paths, as indicated by their sponsorship of



of ikebana, poetry, painting, or any of a dozen others



artisans of all sorts, the Asahina are freely permitted to



taught at their Artisan Academy.



act according to their pacifist philosophy.



TABLE 1.2: CRANE SHUGENJA OPTIONS



they are unwilling to allow that reputation to be



School/Path



Type



Asahina



Basic School



Shugenja School Asahina Duelist



Path



Asahina Fetishist



Path



Asahina Sohei



Path



threatened, even in the arcane practice of taryujiai. Thus, while the Asahina are unWilling to go to war or spill the blood of another. they are nevertheless well-versed in the ways of magical dueling, and are more than capable of defending the Clan's honor in a duel. \¥hile this can make their more idealistic members somewhat uncomfortable, the Asahina Family as a whole recognizes that the Doji, Kakita, and Daidoji have always respected their philosophy of pacifism, and have never demanded they fulfill their oaths of fealty by waging war. In recognition of this, the Asahina are willing to bend their own principles somewhat, and defend their Clan's honor whenever it is asked of them_ Thus, the Asahina Duelists are both well trained and eager to prove the Crane are, in fact. the finest duelists of Rokugan in ali respects.



Reference L5R core rulebook pp.122-3' Art of the Duel, p. 45 Prayers and Treasures, p.14 The Four Winds. p. 15



The eyes of the Ka"'i Through the eyes of the kami, the Crane Lands are



pristine and elegant almost to perfection. The artistic construction of their settlements achieves an almost inhuman intricacy that would stun even the most skilled



artisan. Gardens and courtyards are idyllic paradises where one feels instantly at ease. Even the most utilitarian fortress has the feel of a beautiful museum or a Champion's estate, and nature itself seems to be filled



with scenic vistas the likes of which are rarely seen elsewhere, even in the most remote, untouched locations.



Asahina Shllgenja School - The pacifistic Asahina



THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN Asahina Dudist - While the Asahina are an excep-



are perhaps the most traditional Family of priests within the Empire, lacking as they do the ambi-



tionally pacifistic and monastic Family, the Crane



tious desire for knowledge that the mhenvise tra-



Clan as a whole is av·/are of its reputation as the



ditionalist Isawa embrace so readily. They adhere



Empire's finest and most prestigious duelists, and



to the old ways, the traditions of their FamBy es-
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tablishcd centuries ago when Isawa Asahina put



aside the path of violence and joined the Crane as a newborn pacifist. Because of their beliefs, the Asahina are relegated primarily to a support-



ing role within the Clan. They perform all of the



New Path: Fetishist (Shugenja)



rituals shugenja normally perform for the samu-



rai and peasant classes of the Empire. They also make themselves accessible to their lords in the



Doji and Kakita for any assistance they might re-



TECHNIQ1JE RANK: 3 PATH OF ENTRY: Asahina Shugenja 2 PATH OF EGRESS: Asahina Shugenja 3



quire in investigation or divination. Indeed, the



Technique: Touch the Spirit
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Asahina will gladly and readily perform nearly any duty requested of them, according to their station,



IX le..



save for combat. \Vith a few notable exceptions,



the kami within a small object. such as a piece of origa-



such as the Sohei (see below), they will not go to



mi or a porcelain figurine, thus allOWing others to draw



war for any reason.



upon those energies. \".'hen using this ritual, which



::r:



Asahina Sohei - Though not an especially large samu-
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stressful circumstances. You may begin the game



with any object that has been enchanted with this spell for 1 point. In exchange for an Asahina ally



who will use the spell regularly for you, assume you must purchase the Allies Advantage 011, or 2 points total) as well as an Inheritance Advantage that costs 3 points. This will provide you with one casting of the spell per week ,·vith no cost or expectation of returns. Keep in mind, however, that this



ally will not accompany you everywhere you go, so these benefits only apply while you remain in reasonable proximity to him, or at least return to his physical proximity on a regular basis.
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Although it is unlikely they would ever admit it, the



u



trating and annoying. Their Family was founded by a



:s



Kitsuki Family as a whole finds magic somewhat frus-



The Dragon Clan



w J:



failed shugenja student, and this may have some in-



fu.



fluence on their general distaste for the supernatural.
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But far more than this, the Kitsuki find magic troubling



u



Aside from the Phoenix Clan, the Dragon arc the most



because it can dramatically alter simple. basic facts



r,)



likely Clan to be mentioned in any discussion of mysti-
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cal prmvess in the Empire. The Dragon's shugenja are



and defy the elements of logic, things they hold in exceptionally high regard. Given a purely physical, mun-



atypical and have always been so, pursuing strange and



dane set of circumstances to evaluate, a trained Kitsuki



innovative forms of magic unknown to anyone outside



can deduce the truth of any situation almost without



their mountain homeland. For all the mystery associ-



ing the Clan's war with the Phoenix Clan some years



fail. Adding the intervention of the kami, however. can make it all but impossible to determine what happened in any situation, and the Kitsuki find this maddening. Still, they respect the power and ability of their Tamori



ago. the Dragon were able to hold their own against the



kinsmen. and have been known to call upon them for



vaunted Phoenix shugenja. matching power with power.



aid in situations where they believe other shugenja



ated with the Dragon -



or perhaps even because of it



- the Clan's magic is justly feared by its enemies. Dur-



The Clan is also credited (by those few who know about the incident) with the death of a Dark Oracle and the defeat of his immediate successor. Clearly, the Dragon have magical prowess that cannot easily be dismissed,



even



by their most strident detractors.



have been involved. Out of necessity. the Kitsuki have



learned to fight fire with the fire of their Tamori cousins.



The Mirumoto have greater knowledge of magic than any bushi Family in the Empire save the Shiba Family of the Phoenix Clan.



They train alongside the Tamori as part of their basic



schooling, and by the time of their graduation from the dojo, they are intimately familiar with the most common rituals and traditions of their shugenja kinsmen.



The average Mirumoto understands the ability to speak to the kami is a gift that must be honed like any other skill if its practitioner is to maximize its power. They re-



TABLE 1.3: DRAGON SHUGEN)A OPTIONS



School/Path



Type



Tamori Shugenja



Basic



Reference L5R core rufebook,



School



School



p. 126



Student of the Tao



Advanced



The Four Winds,



School



p. 8



Tamori Alchemist



Path



Prayers and Treasures,



Tamori Yamabushi



Path



p.18 The Four Winds,



p.16



spect and often revere their shugenja, and treat them in all ways as comrades, never begrudging them their relatively elevated status. The Mirumoto understand very well that when a situation is at its worst, when things seem the most dire, the Tamori will be there, standing shoulder to shoulder with their greatest warriors, fight-



ing to the sake of the Dragon Clan. The Tamori are, if not the most militant, certainly the most militarily active shugenja Family in the Em· pire. They participate in the Dragon armies to a degree unprecedented elsewhere (save perhaps the Unicorn



army known as the Baraunghar), fighting alongside their Mirumoto cousins at every opportunity. This is, needless to say, a relatively strange view of the appro~



priate role for shugenja in a Great Clan. Individual Ta· rnori tend to view their relationship v'lith the Elemental



kami as a personal challenge. Whether or not they are capable of communing with them and compelling the divine spirits to obey their wishes is a matter of their



personal will and strength, both spiritual and physical. To the Tamori, magic exists to serve the \vill of those with the strength to command the Elements, and while



they pay homage to the kami, they never question whether the spirit or the shugenja is the superior in the relationship. As might be expected, the Togashi order does not have a uniform opinion of magic and its role in the uni~ verse. Of course, even if the Togashi did have a uniform



philosophy, it would surely be impossible to determine



The €yes of the Kami
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the kami who inhabit them. Through the eyes of the



m



kami, the mountains seem even more inscrutable and



n r-



enigmatic. The landscape seems to shift and change every time one looks at it, leaving little in the way of guaranteed landmarks to maintain one's bearings. The mountains have a way of forcing visitors to depend sole~ lyon their own intuition it were -



their own inner compass, as



for guidance and direction. Of course, the



Dragon would probably approve of this phenomenon on philosophical grounds, were they responsible for or even av·/are of it in the first place.



THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN Tamori Alchemist - For centuries, the Agasha Family pursued a variety of bizarre magical techniques



and practices, all with the blessings of the other Dragon Families. The Family quickly developed a reputation for eccentric but effective concoctions,



but unfortunately much of this was abandoned when the Agasha defected to the Phoenix Clan, as the Isawa disapproved of such research. While the Agasha continue to utilize some of their more significant successes as their Family legacy, the



their work in the process. The Tamori Alchemists



oddly comforting.



m



positively haunted when one can perceive the mood of



what it was, given their penchant for enigmatic riddles



erence. This upsets some shugenja, while others find it
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and avoidance of clarity. The Togashi appear to have some understanding of the fundamental nature of the as does everything else. Toward that end, they treat shugenja and any manifestations of their magic as they would any other individual, without any particular def·



:1m



under the simplest of circumstances, and they seem



The mountains of the Dragon are mysterious even



Tamori have picked up where they left off, and found many more potent combat applications for



universe, and they realize magic has its place, just
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are a strange group, but they are welcomed into the ranks of the Mirumoto annies just as readily as any Yamabushi. For the most part, those \"-'ho follow this calling pursue their work either in their temple laboratories, or in military barracks or even



in the field as part of the Clan's armies.
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Tamori Shugenja School - The Tamori are an active



assistance to the Unicorn armies and the proac-



means of casting. Until the vial is used, the act of preparing it counts as one of YOUt appropriate spell slots having been used. Upon drinking the vial (if it is a spell that normally.affects the caster) Ot throwing it (if it is a spell that targets another), the spell takes effect as if you had cast it at that moment.



tive stance taken by the Kuni Family of the Crab Clan. Because the Dragon are such a strange



Inheritance:



participant in all of the Dragon Clan's activities, including the Mirumoto's military efforts. This is of course highly unusual for a shugenja Family, though it can be compared to the luchi family's



Clan, with many samurai "vho pursue theiT own
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Tomori Mis"Q"-5uri. ~Vories)



individualized notions of spiritualism, the Tamori



You possess one or more of the misugusuri (al-



have fewer responsibilities than most with regard



chemical "potions") concocted by the strange but powerful Tamori Alchemists. This allows you to



to performing traditional rituals. Instead, they devote the majority of their time to conducting research into their unique forms of magic and to training with the Clan's military establishment.



Tamori Yamabushi - The Yamabushi are the most militaristic in an entire Family of warlike shugen-



ja. While most Tamori fulfill the ttaditional roles of shugenja within the Mirumoto armies, offering



support and assistance to other units, the Yamabushi are far more direct, and often can be found



\



age Matsu has no real need to understand or even deal



open plains, there is conformity and uniformity. In the



with magic in any significant way. The Matsu respect



Lion lands, all is order and law, and there is precious



their cousins among the Kitsu for their role as priests



little in the way of extravagance or waste.



of the ancestors, and for their ability to achieve things through magic that would otherwise take much longer



and far more efforts. They are more than happy to allow the shugenja Family assist them, both in the army and in the administration of their holdings.



THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN Bishamon's Chosen



~ Bishamon Seido is the largest



dojo in the Lion Lands, and among the thousands who study there are a large number of Kitsu



shugenja. Although they are trained in the ways TABLE 1.4: LION SHUGENJA OPTIONS



of the kami just like their brethren in the various



School/Path



Type



Reference



shrines and temples elsewhere in the Lion prov-



Kitsu Shugenja



Basic School



L5R core rulebook,



inces, these Kitsu are also taught the proper military application of their abilities. Those who face the Lion on the battlefield typically only remember the terrible ferocity of the Matsu and the cold, cal-



School



p. 130



Bishamon's Chosen



Path



Kitsu Spirit Legion



Path



Prayers and Treasures, p. 23



Masters afWar, p. 116



The eyes of the Kami Those who are able to perceive the subtle influence of the kami on the mortal world see the Lion Lands much



differently than those who cannol. Everything in Lion territory is sharp, precise, and ordered. Even in the sim-



culating inevitability of the Akodo. Those few who



have the opportunity to see the Kitsu sect known



as Bishamon's Chosen serve on the field of battle, hmvever, also remember their sheer overwhelm-



ing power. . They are truly favored by the Fortune of Strength, and wreak a terrible toll upon their Clan's enemies.
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Kitsu Shugenja School ~ All those trained by the Kitsu



Kitsu Spirit Legion -



'umbering even {ewer than the



to speak to the kami are Iike\~vise trained in the an-



Sodan-senzo, this strange new order of shugenja



cient art of speaking to ancestor spirits. This is an



totals less than a dozen. Born with an affinity



ability mastered



by the



most illustrious and pow-



for the spirit realms that defies classification, the



f-



erful of the Kitsu Family, those individuals known



men and women of the so-called Spirit Legion are
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as the Sodan-senza. These rare persons are able



able to part the veil between the mortal realm and
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to trace their bloodlines back to the original five



those realms beyond, summoning forth specters



kitsu who took human form and created the Kitsu



of samurai long-dead to fight on their behalf. This



Family at the request of Akodo One-Eye. Because



amazing ability is somewhat debated among the



of this connection to the ancestors, the Lion accord



Kitsu, who \-veigh its merits against the potential for



their shugenja deep respect, and consider them to



blasphemy. Lion commanders, however, prize the



be consummate advisors for field commanders,



Spirit Legion highly when looking for a shugenja



daimyo, and even the Clan Champion. What bet-



advisor. Not only can Spirit Legionnaires contrib-



ter source of advice can there be, after all, than the



ute advice and magical support in the normal man-



approval (or disapproval) of one's ancestors? Far



ner for shugenja accompanying an army, but they



are



can also lend additional direct support should the



beyond their military value, Kitsu shugenja



prized because the Lion are intensely traditional,



and adhere to ancient rituals and blessings that even conservatives among other Families have



long forgotten.



general's command group come under attack.



New Path: Bishamon's Chosen (Shugenja) TECHNIQ!!E RANK: 3 PATH OF ENTRY: Kitsu Shugenja 2 PATH OF EG RESS: Kitsu Shugenja 3



Technique: Blessings of Strength



heal twice the caster's Earth Ring in Wounds, and the next time they suffer Wounds as a result of a roll on the Mass Combat table, the first 2 dice rolled in that instance are considered to have rolled a I. (Determine beforehand which dice are to be treated as I's; they may not be selected after the fact in order to eliminate ecr· tain results.) This effect only lasts for the current battle. It is rarely used in a small-scale engagement (such as a skirmish) because the spell affects all humans in range,



additional target to the effect of the spell. You may also expend an additional spell slot of rhat spell's Element (or one of your Void slots) to increase the Area of Effect by half (for instance, a spell with an area of effect of 50' would be increased to 75'). You may add your Rank in the Battle Skill to the total of all Spellcasting Rolls you make during a skir]mish.



New Spell: 1:"he Breath of Battle Xote: This spell is known only to the Kitsu Family ~LEMENT:



fire IASTERY LEVEL: 3 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: All persons in range RANGE: 100' radius
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New Spell: 1:"he Rolling earth Note: This spell is considered Mastery LevelS for all Schools other than the Kitsu Shugenja School ELEM ENT: Earth MASTERY LEVEL: 4 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 2,500 square feet of surface area RANGE: See text Those Kitsu who train with the Lion armies can be fear-



some indeed, and not even nature itself can help but respond to their battle fervor. Even the terrain upon which they wage war is subject to their wishes, and it can be



used to devastating effect upon those foolish enough to take the field against the Lion. The Kitsu can summon the earth to rise from its dormancy and wash across the



battlefield like a tsunami. This creates a massive roIling V'lave that can upend anyone standing in its path, often causing serious injury as those struck by it are



tossed like dolls. All in the wave's path must succeed at a Raw Agility Roll against a TN of 25, Those who fail are tossed high into the air by the earthen shockwave.



l,eir enemies with a terrible fury, ignoring whatever



They remain in the air until their next turn, at which



-50S they may have suffered. This is considered a ;:eat gift by the bushi Families of the Lion, and they



not take any actions while plummeting to the ground.)



always grateful to the Kitsu for granting them the



They suffer 3k3 Wounds on impact. This wreaks havoc



\'er to redouble their efforts on the battlefield. When



on enemy formations, and grants the Lion general a + 15



spell is cast, all humans \"lithin range of the caster
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Lion's enemies.



:ne Kitsu are able ro stoke the fires within the heart of .. ·ery Lion, stirring the courage of their Matsu, lkoma, a"d Akodo kinsmen in battle and setting them against
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the Lion, and aids them in smiting their enemies. When sons or creatures, you may make one Raise to add an
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which could very well mean granting its benefits to the



The Fortune of Strength favors his adherents among



casting any spell that specifies one or more target per-
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point they fall to the ground. (Needless to say, they can-



bonus to his next Battle Roll.
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despair and emptiness. For the Mantis, the Moshi per-
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form all of the traditional duties requiring the attention of shugenja. These are duties other Families have their



The Mantis Clan



principle shugenja perform, but the Yoritomo eschew



... o



them in exchange for other, more militant pursuits.



Alone among the Families of the Mantis Clan, the Tsuruchi have no shugenja tradition to speak of. There



u



Although the Mantis Clan is not generally recognized



~



for its religiolls nature or mystical pTO\vess, the Clan



have been fewer than half a dozen shugenja with the



commands significant magical abilities. Because the



Tsuruchi name in recorded history, and most of them



Mantis do not control much territory on the mainland,



were renin adopted into the Family. Even so, the Tsu-



some of their more noteworthy magical activities are



ruchi understand the power of shugenja and they have a healthy respect for them in all their forms. Even be-



simply not noticed by outsiders - out of sight, out of mind. However, the simple fact that the Clan has three Families with established shugenja traditions -



more



than any other Clan save the Phoenix - speaks volumes about the true depth and breadth of their experience with magic.



Absorbed into the Mantis Clan only very recently, in the aftermath of a major disaster that plagued the Kit-



fore the Tsuruchi joined the Mantis, when they were



still the Wasp Clan, they had a close alliance with the Fox Clan, and the Kitsune shugenja worked hand in hand with squads of Tsuruchi bounty hunters during the Clan War and the War Against the Darkness. Never the most religious of Families, the Tsuruchi tend to view shugenja and magic in general with a very practical eye,



granted them the right to continue their own traditions,



thinking of them in terms of how they can benefit the Family's agenda, rather than how they fit into the Celestial Order.



and the Kitsune have thus far continued to operate as



The Yoritomo Family have lived for centuries in one



they have for the centuries when they were the Fox Clan.



of the most challenging regions known to exist out·



The Kitsune view the ability to speak with the kami as



side rhe Shadowlands. The Islands of Silk and Spice are tropically hot almost year round, with only a mild



sune Mori, the Kitsune Family have yet to settle into their niche within the Mantis. The Mantis Champion



both a divine blessing and the salvation of their people. It was only through their ability to speak to the spirits



reprieve during the Empire's winter months, and they



of the Kitsune MaTi that they were saved from starva-



are subject to the ravages of the sea throughout the en-



tion centuries ago, and they have never forgotten it. The



tire year. The Mantis' ability to survive such conditions



Kitsune view magic as both a great responsibility and as



for so long speaks volumes about their tenacity and adaptability. The adoption of the Moshi Family into the



a means to exist in perfect hannony with the universe. A Kitsune shugenja is one with nature, and animals and



Mantis is a relatively recent development, and the Kit-



the spirits of nature that normally shy away from the



sune even more so. Before that, the Yoritomo had very



presence of man do not fear him.



few shugenja in their ranks, with only a handful born



The Moshi Family's notion of magic and how it should



in any generation. Nevertheless, these few individuals



be used has changed drastically \\Iithin the past few



possessed impressive command over the sea and the



generations. Once, they devoted themselves exclusively



elements, so the Yoritomo have a deep and abiding re-



to the worship of Lady Sun, but the death of that divine



spect for any who can bend the kami to their will. The



entity left them without purpose or a sense of identity.



average Yoritomo samurai views shugenja as powerful



Although some Moshi attempted to take up the worship



vassals of the Fortunes themselves, and treats them



of Lord Sun, Amaterasu's replacement in the Heavens,



with deference and respect. An unfortunate result of



his philosophy and practices were simply incompatible with those previously followed by the Moshi. When the Moshi joined the Mantis, they found purpose again, and have clung to that sense of purpose to keep them from



this tradition, hmvever, is that the Yoritomo also consider shugenja to be exceptional weapons of



Volar,



and



they generally expect shugenja who serve them to fully contribute during any conflict, pacifistic ideals or no.



TABLE 1.5: MANTIS SHUGENIA OrTIONS



with a fUTy that suggests a wish to sink them all be-



School/Path



Type



Reference



neath the waves and claim absolute dominion over the



Kitsune Shugenja



Basic School



L5R core rulebook.



School Moshi Shugenja



pp.147·8 Basic School



School Yoritomo Shugenja



L5R core rulebook,



p.133 Basic School



School



The Four Winds,



pp. 164·5



Orochi Riders



Advanced School



Storm Acolytes



Path



The Four Winds,



pp.9·10 Prayers and Treasures, p. 26



The €yes of the Kami It would be difficult to describe the Mantis Lands in any single, consistent manner, as they have holdings in four areas, most of which are distant from one another. The Yoritomo lands, however, are unlike any found on



the mainland. and their exotic appeal is only enhanced



region. The Mantis take this ferocity of the Elements in stride, however, and it is obvious from their feral grins



and brilliant eyes that they thrill in the struggle for survival that is their day-to-day existence.



THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN Kitsune Shugenja School - A recent addition to the Mantis Clan's ranks, the Kitsune are among the



oldest and most peculiar shugenja Families in the Empire. Far from being traditional priests, Kitsune



shugenja often serve as woodsmen and explor-



ers. Since their adoption into the Clan. the Kitsune have proved invaluable allies to the Tsuruchi Family. just as they were decades ago during the heioht of the Three Man Alliance between the Fox. Sparrow. and Wasp Clans. The abilities of the average Kitsune make them uniquely gifted at track~



to those who can perceive the influence of the kami all around them. To that perception the Mantis islands are



truly a wild. savage place. where the jungle looms on the vety edge of any settlement. waiting for the chance to spill over and reclaim all the Mantis have created. Likewise, the sea surges with power and wrath, constantly crashing against the islands



ing, a talent that works well in tandem with the Tsuruchi bounty hunters. When not working in



this capacity. Kitsune found outside their Family lands (formerly known as the Fox Clan territories)
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typically serve as administrators for the Clan's more rural and inaccessible holdings, as this is the environment they prefer



by temperament.



sensei possess. They are put to use ensuring that the Mantis Clan fleets move safely and swiftly



through the most dangerous regions of the sea.



Mashi Shugenja Schaai - By far the most numerous of the Mantis Clan's shugenja, the Moshi are an odd and somewhat varied lot. Generations ago, they were the Centipede Clan, and they revered Lady Sun. Nter Amaterasu's death and the ascension of the Crab hero Hida Yakamo to replace her as Lord Sun, the Moshi were left \vithout purpose. Some among them attempted to worship Lord Sun as they had his predecessor, but found his temperament and philosophies a stark contrast



disasters on Mantis holdings. Yoritomo ShugenjQ School- The bloodline in the Yori-
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The Mantis understand that all water is of the sea, and



m ()



thus ultimately all water is part of the domain of the Fortune of the Sea, Suitengu. By offering the proper
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fects of weather and the wrathful Fortunes under whose



supplications, the Mantis can peer into any part of Suit-



dominion such events faiL They commissioned the



engu's domain -



which is to say any pool of water at



Moshi to develop a means by \vhich their sea-going



least I foot across and I inch deep - and see through



s3mufCli could be spared the worst ravages of weather.



it to any other part. The shugenja can see events taking



The Moshi, newly accepted into the Clan at the time, gladly accepted this challenge and worked for several years to develop this spell. This prayer to the Air kami



he is standing atop it. Sound is not transferred through



draws upon the power of the mortal realm to mitigate



eyes, much to the Yoritomo's disappointment. The h·vo



the effects of the divine wrath found in storms and other



bad weather. Casting this spell protects you from the el-



bodies of water used in the spell must be within tOO miles of one another for this effect to take place, but the



ements in their natural manifestations, including wind,



shugenja does not have to be familiar with both loca-



rain, sleet, snow, storms, or any other naturally·occur-



tions to use this spell; the spell simply locates the body



ring phenomenon of this type. You and everything you



of water closest to the targeted location within range.



place within line of sight of that body of water as though this vision, only that which can be seen with mortal



are wearing remain dry even in heavy rain, you cannot



be knocked off your feet by high wind, and so forth. Further, you may, with effort, be able to extend the protection to those around you, theoretically protecting



entire ships or even fleets with this simple prayer. This spell does not protect against artificially produced effects, such as spells that simulate weather effects (even relatively weak ones, such as Tempest of Air). Special Raises: You may declare a Raise to increase



the area of effect of this spell to a radius of 5', centered on the caster, plus an additional 5' for each additional Raise declared. This allows you to extend the protection of the



spell to all persons and creatures within the area of effect. A target loses the protection granted by the spell if it leaves the area of effect at any time. However, targets may regain (or gain, if they were outside the area of effect when the spell was cast) protection by re·entering the area of effect.



The Phoenix Clan There is no Clan more intrinsically tied to magic in all its forms than the Phoenix. No discussion of Rokugani magic or the practices of shugenja can avoid mentioning the Phoenix, and even the most carelessly arrogant priest would not presume to dismiss the magical prm-vess of the followers of Isawa. For their part, the Isawa and their attendant Families are fully aware of their position as the Empire's preeminent shugenja, and



they have no doubt they have earned this reputation through their own merits. While this belief has been the source of considerable hubris in the past, the current
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generation of Phoenix are struggling to put that arro-



Phoenix. While this has benefited the Family consider-



gance behind them. They now try to see theit position as one that obligates them to aid in the betterment of



ably, some among the elder generation are concerned



the Empire as a whole, and seek to assist their fellow



tude among their younger members, making them too



samurai \"lhenever possible.



eager to please whoever gives them patronage.



that it has engendered a dangerously mercenary atti-



The Agasha family have never really lost the stigma of having abandoned their oaths of fealty to the Dragon



Phoenix. There are many shugenja among their ranks,



in exchange for service to the Phoenix. They arc often



but not so many as in the lsawa. The Family has like-



the subject of scorn among the Families of other Clans.



\-vise pursued new research into magic, although not



The Asako are something of an anomaly among the



The Phoenix have never made them feel unwelcome,



with the success or flair of their new Agasha kinsmen.



of course, and this has only strengthened the loyalty the Agasha feel for their new lords. The Agasha have



The Asako are something of a catch-all for the Clan,



whole-heartedly embraced the lsawa's theories of the shugenja's duty to search for morc knowledge in order



variety of niches left by the other Families. As might be expected, the Asako have a highly mutable view of



to better understand the role of man in the Mandate of



magic and how it should be utilized. Their versatility in



a Family with no singular purpose but one that fills a



Heaven. Even before they lcft the Dragon, the Agasha



no \\lay compromises their reverence for magic and the



researched and developed new forms of magic unseen



kami, however; the Asako have a strong monastic tradi-



in the Empire at that time.



tion that instills in them a great deal of respect for the



Since their admission to the Phoenix, the Agasha



natural way of things. The Isawa are, without question,



have labored to prove their expertise to their ne\·\,



years prior to their defection. Their efforts have proven



the largest, most powerful, and most influential shugenja Family in all of Rokugan. They originated Rokugani magic, they still set the standard for what is expected 01 shugenja, and they are the ones who time and time



largely successful. increasing their stature among the



again raise those expectations. The Isawa firmly believe



Clan. In particular, they have focused their efforts on the strange, multi-Elemental magic they researched for



shugenja are an elite among all mankind, a chosen few bearing the spark of divinity, biessed by Heaven with the ability to speak to its emissaries throughout the mortai realm and beyond. They take this responsibiiity very seriously, and they believe it is their duty to constantly push the boundaries of human knowledge, for in doing so they discover a keener understanding of the wiii of Heaven. The Isawa have often been accused of arrogance, of iusting after knowiedge better left unknown, but they beiieve this is no more than jeaiousy and envy. If others were as closely connected with the Mandate of Heaven, they would share the Isawa's understanding of the role of shugenja in the Ceiestial Order. As it is, the Isawa can only fulfill theIr duties and hope others will eventually come to understand what all men must do. Alone among the Phoenix Families, the Shiba are warriors with little to no capacity for magic. It is rare for anyone born into the Family to have the abiiity to speak to the Elements, although those rare individuals who do tend to be powerful indeed. Still, the Shiba understand magic better than almost any bushi Famiiy in the Empire, perhaps even more so than the Mirumoto of the Dragon Clan. The Shiba respect and admire those with the ability to speak to the kami, and take it as their sacred, unquestioned duty to protect them from all harm. They take great pains to remain neutral in their feelings toward the shugenja they serve, in order to ensure they think only of their duty rather than their personal opinion of their charge. As much as they respect magic, they see it as their duty to respond before magic can even become an issue, taking the first blow from an enemy or. preferably, defeating the enemy before the intervention of magic is required. TABLE 1.6: PHOENIX SHUGENJA OPTIONS



School/Path sawa Shugenja



Type Basic School



School sawa Tensai



sawa Duelist ASako Inquisitor sawa Ishiken -ne Chosen ::Jhoenix



L5R core rulebooK, p.136



Basic School



School Dragon Channeler



Reference



Advanced School Advanced School Path Path Path



The Four Winds, p. 171 The Four Winds, p. 10 Art ofthe Duel, p. 94



The Four Winds, p.18 Prayers and Treasures, p. 30 The Four Winds, p.18



The eyes of the Kami The Phoenix Lands are awash with the power of the Elements. Fires burn brighter, stones seem as strong and indomitable as the highest mountains, the lakes and streams seem to course with the power of the ocean, and even the wind holds the promise of pmver such as most have never known. For those unaccustomed to such things, the mere experience of visiting the Phoenix Lands can be overwhelming.
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THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN



Asako Inquisitors - Although many Phoenix choose not to discuss or even consider it, the history of their Clan is fraught with incidences of corruption. Academically, the reason is simple enough: when one commands the sheer power available to the average Phoenix shugenja, it is inevitable that some wili stray from the honorable path. When this tragedy occurs, it is the Asako Inquisitors who ensure the Clan is not threatened. In contrast to the typical serene Asako, the Inquisitors are precise and curt, polite but unwavering in their pursuit of potential threats to the Phoenix. Like their peers among the Kuni ''''itch Hunters, the Jade Legion, and the Scorpion Clan's secretive Kuroiban (with whom the Inquisitors cooperate), the Inquisitors are a relentless police force determined to ensure the purity and safety of the Empire. They are a great aliy of ali who remain pure, and a terrible foe of ali who embrace the darkness, whatever its form. Chosen Phoenix - The Chosen Phoenix were a group of Phoenix devoted to the practices and philosophies of the Bloodspeakers. Recently, however, the Chosen Phoenix were eradicated from \vithin the Clan's ranks by a concerted effort by the Asako Inquisitors and the leadership of the Elementai Council of Masters. Nonetheless, their existence remains part of the historical record, for those GMs who wish to set their campaign in an earlier time period. Dragon Channeler - The Dragon Channeiers are a smali group of shugenja based out of the Temple of the Eight Dragons in the City of Remembrance. The group's strength is not a result of any particular quality of its members, but rather the location of their tempie; the Tempie of the Eight Dragons is
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constructed on the site where the Elemental Drag-



ons chose their first mortal Oracles, and so the Dragons favor the temple. A handful of those who have studied there have been blessed by the Drag-



[salva Shugenja School - The Isawa maintain what is by far the largest, most successful, and most respected shugenja School in the Empire. The vast majority of all Phoenix shugenja begin their



ons, and now wield unique and considerable abil-



training in the School, and even those \vho do not



ities that the Phoenix are still attempting to fully



choose to make use of the many specialized train-



document and understand. For the time being, no



ing options available are respected for their pmver



requirements are placed upon them beyond those



and finesse. When describing the roles the Isawa shugenja fill in the Phoenix Clan, it would be far



normally levied on shugenja \vithin the Clan. ISQlVQ



Duelist - The Isawa Duelists are relied on by



theiT Family and Clan to ensure the superiority



easier to describe those few roles they do not fill, as they do so much.
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of Phoenix magic is not questioned. The Phoenix



]sQlva Tensai School - Tensai are selected from the



c:::



have a history of terrible hubris, and while they



ranks of students entering the Isawa Shugenja



f"'"'



are now working as a Clan to overcome this weak-
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they are the most skilled and powerful shugenja



School, and are chosen based on a particularly strong affiniry for one element that can be detected by older shugenja of that same element. As



in the Empire. This is not arrogance, but simple



Tensai, they are trained to command tremendous



fact, recognized by many other than the Phoenix. Whenever Phoenix ability is called into question,



power with their one favored element, to the ex-



whenever there is an exhibition or tournament of



tations, Tensai are respected by all \".'ho know of



magical prmvess, the lsavva Duelists arc called



them for the sheer capacity for destruction they



upon to defend their Family and Clan.



possess.
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ness, that does not mean they do not still believe



clusion of the other elements. Despite their limi-



]sQl.va Ishiken - The Isawa Ishiken are among the rarest and least understood shugenja in the Empire. After all, most individuals go through their entire lives without any real comprehension of their tenuous connection to the Void. A precious few, however, are born \vith a relatively strong connection. Many of these individuals are unable to deal



with the energies that flow all around them, and those not fortunate enough to be born among the



ranks of the Phoenix generally perish at a young age. These rare Void shugcnja who are fortunate



New Path: Isawa Ishiken (Shugenja) TECHNIQ1IE RANK: 3 REQ1IlREMENTS: Ishiken-do Advantage, Affinity for Void PATH OF ENTRY: Isawa Shugenja 2 PATH OF EGRESS: Isawa Shugenja 3



enough to be born among the Phoenix or dis-



covered by them are identified and trained, and



Technique: The Void's Caress



these special shugenja are known as the Ishiken.



The truly gifted among the Ishiken can achieve miraculous results through their affinity for the Void. You may



The Ishiken represent a great asset for the Clan, since not only do they possess pmvers Virtually unknown by any other Clan, but they are also a constant reminder to all who encounter them of the innate magical superiority of the Phoenix.



expend spell slots from other Elements in order to cast



additional Void spells. You may also expend any unused spell slot when casting a Void spell in order to receive



I Free Raise on your Spellcasting Roll. Free Raises may be gained in a similar manner by voluntarily suffering



enough Wounds to fill I Wound Rank.



Each Element has at least one spell that allows shugen-
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Multi-Element Spells



ja to summon a weapon of pure Elemental power to



Spells that employ more than one Element are relatively rare in the Empire, although they enjoyed a brief period of popularity roughly a decade ago, when many young shugenja struggled to understand this new concept. The idea of multi-Element magic was pioneered by the Agasha Family, and



protect themselves_ There are other, mare specialized



lar manner, such as the Earthen Blade spell utilized by the Tamori. The Phoenix, however, have perfected this art, and they are able to draw upon all of the Elements
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simultaneously in order to create that most perfect



much of their research took place prior to their



of weapons, the sword. This spell summons a blade,



»



departure from the Dragon Clan. The



PhoenL~



allowed them to continue their research uninter-



rupted, and shortly after their oaths of fealty to the 19awa, the Agasha experienced a breakthrough that made their theories into reality: They discov-



ered it was, in fact, possible to call upon morc than



olle Element at a time \,,-'hen casting a spelL Why draw upon the strength of only one Element when



it is possible to draw upon the strength of multiple Elements simultaneously?



spells known to individual Clans that work in a simi-



the shugenja who summoned it. This sword appears



perfectly normal and performs like a normal blade in the hands of anyone else. In the caster's hands, however, it grants +2 Ranks of Kenjutsu, and the shugenja's Strength is considered 2 Ranks higher for the purposes of determining the DR. As long as the caster remains alive, the sword cannot be broken by any means short of divine intervention. The shugenja can summon the



spell slot from each Element involved. When using the caster's Ring for any purpose related to the casting or effect of the spell, the average of all Rings



soul, he may never have morc than one in existence at any time.



involved (rounded down) is taken. For example, a



New Spell: Whispering Flames



volved, and if the caster cannot meet the require-



Note: This spell is known only to the shugenja of the Phoenix Clan.
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ity action. As this blade is an extension of the caster's



New Spell: Soul Sword
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ement listed in their description, and consume 1



single spell, they cancel one another out.



m



the spell's casting), ideally suited and forever bound to



blade to hand from any distance as a Use Special Abil-



ments of any Element, he cannot cast the spell. When an Affinity and a Deficiency both apply to a



m i"



either a wakizashi or a katana (chosen at the time of



Multi-Element spells count as spells of every El-



Phoenix with Fire 4 and Air 2 using a Fire/Air spell would use 3 as the value for his relevant Ring. Nfinities and Deficiencies apply to all Elements in-
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Note: This spell is known only to the shugenja of the Phoenix Clan. ELEMENT: AirlFire MASTERY LEVEL: 4 DURATION: Concentration AREA OF EFFECT: See text RANGE: 20' By tapping into the burning intensity of name and the quiet suggestiveness of air, certain Phoenix shugenja have been able to entrance others around them with



the unbridled brilliance of their Elemental constructs. This spell allows you to summon an image of anything



ELEMENT: AirlEarthlFirelWater MASTERY LEVEL: 5



you can imagine -



DURATION: Permanent



forming his kata. The image has the potential to trans-



AREA OF EFFECT: Self



fix all who have a direct line of sight to it. They must



RANGE: Touch



succeed at a Raw Willpower Roll against a TN equal



a brilliant phoenix in night, a geisha



performing an entrancing dance, or even a bushi per-
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to your School Rank x 5, or else they are completely unable to take any actions other than to stare at the



stealth, ambush, and assassination to the point where



image. Those transfixed may make an additional roll to break free every t\\10 rounds, and any individual af-



selves. Committing acts that others blame on maoic



fected by this spell will immediately regain control of himself if attacked.



only benefits them in the long run. The Shosuro, as a result, view magic almost as a scapegoat, although they



timately unnecessary. The Family has honed the arts of their talents are almost supernatural in and of them· ~



do appreciate its value when circumstances are such that skill, no matter how prodigious, cannot succeed on



The Scorpion Clan



its own.



The principle shugenja Family of the Scorpion Clan has always been the Soshi. More numerous and commanding more resources than their Yogo kinsmen, the



The Scorpion are not known for their magic~ although they are certainly the targets of fanciful speculation that they possess some unknown form of power al-



Imving them to move unseen through crowds, read the



thoughts of others, and generally do whatever they like without being detected. These rumors are baseless,



Soshi are descended from Shosuro, the enigmatic figure \vho was the first Scorpion Thunder. For centuries the Soshi practiced a type of magic that was, unknown to



them, intrinsically linked to the primordial entity called the Lying Darkness. After the threat from the Darkness was finally revealed and the entity was defeated, the



of course - the Scorpion achieve such things through



Family was left with significantly reduced power and a



largely non~magical means. However, it is true their



new sense of wariness with regard to the use of magic.



shugenja possess an exceptional talent for deception and misdirection. These talents are put to great use by



Although the Soshi quickly refocused their attention on the more conventional magic that had always been their



the Clan, not only for accomplishing discreet goals, but



secondary pursuit, they have never truly recovered from



also as diversions from the Scorpion's more mundane



the shock and shame of their association with such a



agents working in the field. The Bayushi are ruthlessly practical, and can be described as the only true realists in all of Rokugan. They know the traditions and customs of magic are indeed very real, but at the same time their outlook causes them to view magic as a tool and little else. It is the



duty of shugenja to observe their own taboos and obligations, after all, but not the duty of those \-vhom the



great threat to the Empire. While the other Clans know nothing of their past, and the other Scorpion Families do not judge them for it, it is a burden they continue to carry. As a result, they look upon magic in all forms first from the standpoint of what risks it carries, and whether



the benefits are worth the potential loss both to their Family and to the Clan as a whole. The Yogo vie\\/ magic as the source of both their



shugenja serve. Over the centuries, the Bayushi have



strength and their greatest weakness. The first Yogo was



learned there are certain duties at which the Soshi



cursed, cast down in battle by the terrible power of Fu Leng himself, and condemned to betray those he loved



Family excel, particularly given their unique magical practices. These are duties the Soshi have performed flawlessly for centuries with very little change, and the Bayushi depend on them to ensure the Scorpions' goals are achieved. The Shosuro's view of magic mirrors that of the Bayushi, but is even more grounded in hardened realism,



if that is possible. The Bayushi may conceive the deed, but it is the Shosuro who actually bloody their hands with it, and this makes them an unsentimental and irreverent lot. There are instances of shugenja appearing among the Shosuro, but it is quite uncommon, and ul-



the most. His line bears the same curse, and though time and understanding have somewhat weakened its



effects, it still has a grave impact on the daily life of the average Yogo. Were it not for the strength of their magic and their indomitable will, the Yogo would have been cast out and destroyed centuries ago. Their loyalty to the Bayushi, who accept them despite their curse and the danger they represent, is strong indeed, and as a



result they are all too willing to employ their magic in whatever ways the Bayushi demand, without question or hesitation.



TABLE 1.7: SCORPION SHUGENJA OPTIONS



School/Path



Type



Soshi Shugenja



Basic School



School Yoga Shugenja



Basic School



School Yoga Duelist



Advanced School



Kuroiban



Path



Sash; Duelist



Path



Reference L5R core rulebook, p. 140 The Four Winds, p. 176 Art ofthe Duel, p. 107 Prayers and Treasures, p. 34 Art ofthe Duel, p. 108



The eyes of the Kami Through the eyes of the kami, the Scorpion Lands seem cast in perpetual shadow. Even during the middle of the day, it always seems overcast, and long shadows



lie in all directions. Shadows themselves seem deeper and darker, as if hiding something that lurks just outside one's field of vision. Everything conceals a secret,



whether a faded set of kanji that appear on a random structure one passes, or movement in the trees that disappears when approached. There is a pervasive aura of menace in the Scorpion Lands. It is not menace toward



one's physical safety, of course, but rather the nagging sense that everything kept private is constantly at risk of being laid bare before the world.



THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE CLAN Sash; Duelist - The Soshi Duelists not only to defend



the honor of the Scorpion Clan, they also allow the Clan's honor to be impugned when the situation calls for it. Soshi Duelists are expccled to be able to win or lose a taryu-jiai duel without difficulty, and \vhen they must lose, they must lose



convincingly. Even a hint of duplicity can completely negate any benefit from a strategic loss, and so the Soshi Duelists are consummate actors



as well as skilled shugenja, all for the purpose of advancing the secretive agenda of their Clan. Soshi Shugenja School - The Soshi are the ultimate answer to any problem that the Scorpion Clan faces. The Bayushi are the face and the blade of the Clan, the Shosuro the threat hidden in the shadows, and the Yogo the grim police who ensure there are no traitors among their ranks. The



Soshi may have no particular fixed purpose, but they are known for their adaptability and flexibility. When a Bayushi has a task that cannot easily be completed by anyone else, he seeks out a Soshi to deal with the matter quietly and efficiently, and thinks of the problem no further.
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Kuroiban - The Scorpion Clan is the Clan of Secrets,



continue to prosper, but which damn those who



and no one in the Empire better understands how the burden of keeping secrets can drive men to



undertake them. The Yogo are already damned, most believe, so what does it matter if they must



IJ.l



ambition or even madness. Consequently, within



carry such a burden for their lords?



:t



...or-



the Clan is a sect of shugenja \\Tho are chosen for their absolute determination not to let the Clan's



~



ranks. The Kuroiban do not restrict themselves



u



burdens spawn shame or treachery within their to policing the Scorpion, however; they are also



among the Empire's most vigorous adversaries of those who embrace Taint and corruption. They are far more secretive than the Asako Inquisitors



and the Kuni Witch Hunters, who work toward similar ends - indeed, very few in the Empire even



know of their existence. Nevertheless, they often



New Path: KuV'oiban (Shugenja) TECHNIQ.!,JE RANK: 3 PATH OF ENTRY: Yogo Shugenja 2 or Soshi Shugenja 2 PATH OF EGRESS: Re-enter the same School at Rank 3



work hand-in-hand \"lith such groups. even \vhen their associates do not realize it. More than once,



a threat to the Empire has been destroyed by the Kuni or Asako after being led unknowingly to their presence by a hidden Kuroiban. The Scorpion inquisitors do not seek glory or fame, only success.



Yoga Duelist - Because of their Family's unique history and situation, the Yoga are not called upon when the Scorpion require someone to lose a



taryu-jiai duel convincingly. The Yogo Duelists are called upon instead when the Clan requires abso-



Technique: The Black Watch The Kuroiban seek the darkness in others to destroy it, just as they have destroyed the darkness within themselves. If you make an attack that damages a target, whether melee, ranged, or magical in nature, you may immediately spend a Void Point to learn \vhether or not



the target of your attack possesses the Shadowlands Taint. By expending 2 Void Points, you may gain this information about any target affected by a spell you cast.



lute and unquestioned victory. Their purpose is to defeat, discredit, and humiliate their opponents at



all cost, and make the victory look effortless in the process. Promising Yoga are always eager to join



the ranks of the duelists, hungry as they are for any validation or accomplishment.



New Spell: CV'vptic CipheV'



Yoga Shugenja School - No duty is too grim or un-



pleasant for the Yogo. The Family understands it is their doom to live under a curse, and they are used to bearing indignities. That the Scorpion



have made a place for them and accepted them regardless of their past has instilled in their ranks a deep sense of gratitude and obligation (but not, they hope, love), ensuring they will perform any unsavory task required of them. The irony of the Yogo is that their roles within the Clan rend to be one of two extremes: they either ensure the Scor-



pion are not threatened by treachery or failure (many Yogo serve in the Kuroiban), or they are called on to perform the darkest of duties, those tasks that must be performed so that the Clan can



Note: This spell is known only to shugenja of the Scorpion Clan and the Imperial Families HEM ENT: Air/EarthiFirelWater MASTERY LEVEL: I DURATION: Permanent AREA OF EFFECT: I piece of paper, parchment, or cloth RANGE: Touch Adapted from an Air spell discretely acquired from the Imperial Families (without their knowledge, of course), this spell allows you to magically encode a message so that no one but its intended recipient can read its actual



contents. The spell affects a piece of paper or cloth, and



()



as part of its casting, you write the name or names of the



:!



individuals for whom the secret message is intended, then write the message itself. The spirit within the ma-



The Unicorn Clan



terial, awakened by your prayer, disguises the message



and absorbs the identity of the intended recipient(s). When the spell is completed, you write something else on the paper, usually something completely mun-
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Recently, the Unicorn Clan has become far better known



~



dane and uninteresting, such as personal correspon·



for the potency of the magic its shugenja employ. In



dence about unimportant matters, or supply lists, or a



previous centuries, the Iuchi Family was looked upon



poem. Only those named on the paper during the ritual



as an oddity, its shugenja generally dismissed as fools



n



or even blasphemers for their poorly-kept secret of dal-



.."



can read the true message. The paper does not register as having been the target of any magic, even by using Commune or Sense upon it. Use of Counterspell. how-



liance with gaijin forms of magic. Since the ascension



ever, will dispel the magic and reveal the true message.



of the Moto Family, however, the development of the Baraunghar Army has shown the rest of the Empire how



This spell is often used by members of the Kuroiban



powerful Iuchi magic can be, not to mention the terrible



to mark their clothes with their organization's chop, al-



strength commanded by the so-called Priests of Death.



lowing other Kuroiban to recognize them instantly. This



spell can be cast as a spell of any Element except for Void.



In the modern Empire, magic is commonplace among



the Unicorn, and they are feared for it. The Horiuchi are the smallest and least influential of



the Unicorn Families, and the second shugenja Family that serves the Great Khan. They are few in number, per-



New Spell: Clouded Mind



haps no more than a few dozen in any given generation since their formation less than a centUly ago, but their overwhelming eagerness to serve the Clan and their lord



more than makes up for their youth and small size. The Note: This spell is considered Mastery Level 5 for



Horiuchi have yet to find their niche among the Unicorn.



shugenja of all Schools except the Soshi and the Yogo.



So far, the closest that they have come to carving out



ELEMENT: Air MASTERY LEVEl: 4 DURATION: 1 hour AREA OF EFFECT: 1 person RANGE: Line of Sight



a distinctive set of duties is their ongoing research into



the gaijin techniques of meishodo, and (perhaps more importantly) their tireless work to meet the needs of the Clan's lower classes. This latter labor frees their lords amono the Iuchi to better serve their Khan \:vhile still b



maintaining the unflagging loyalty of the masses. A more powerful version of Forgotten Murmurs, this



spell was developed by the Soshi Family in order to deal with troublesome opponents who posed a risk to time-sensitive operations, but who could not be killed without drm·ving unwanted attention. This spell summons powerful Air kami who distract, disorient, and (onfound the target, causing him to constantly lose memories unless he focuses all of his will toward the



simple act of remembering. The target of the spell must make a Raw Willpower Roll against a TN equal to the result of your Spellcasting Roll. If the target fails, he iorgets everything that has happened to him since the spell was cast. This Willpower Roll must be made every 5 minutes for the duration of the spell.



The Horiuchi practice both traditional magic and gaijin meishodo, and indeed are some of the strongest



practitioners of the latter technique. Despite this, they regard magic as a divine blessing, perhaps even more



so than other shugenja Families, because it is purely by the providence of her magical prowess that their founder, Horiuchi Shoan, was granted leave to create a Family of her own. The Horiuchi have never forgotten this, and work every day to be worthy of the abilities



they have been blessed with. They actively seck out others who have the talent but without lords to serve -



primarily mnin and orphans -



their ranks.



and bring them into
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The Ide Family view magic in much the same 'way



The luchi, first among shugenja in the Unicorn Clan,



they view war: It is a thing in which they have little



are \videly recognized ~ even by the Horiuchi and the



direct involvement. Historically the Ide have always . served as the Unicorn Clan's diplomatic emissaries and



Mota priests - as the pre-eminent masters of many



representatives at court, and they have no shugenja tra-



forms of magic, including the traditional Elemental magic practiced by other Rokugani Families. The luchi



ditions to speak of. As masters of the social arts, how-



view magic as an art form, although they also under-



ever, the Ide concede that the art of communing with



stand it is steeped in religion. They do understand that



the Elements must by definition require much that is worthy of admiration, and they freely offer their respect to the shugenja who serve alongside them. Prior to the ascension of the Moto Family, when the Shinjo still led the Clan, the Ide and Iuchl worked closely to accomplish the Clan's non-military goals. Since the Moto became the stewards of the Clan, however. the luchi have been increasingly drawn into the Clan's military



the religious aspect of Rokugani magic is valid and true, and they are sincere in their reverence for the Fortunes



and the Tao. But they also understand that the allegations of blasphemy levied against any and all forms of gaijin magic are untrue, and they quietly continue some research into the gaijin magic forms that they encountered during their Clan's exploration of the world



beyond Rokugan's borders. Perhaps it is because of



pursuits, and the relationship between the two Families



the Iuchi's unique view of magic that they are so easily



has grovvn morc distant as a result.



able to put their religious ideals aside and embrace the Khan's mandate of military service. Even the Unicorn's most



strident



opponents



would



grudgingly admit the Iuchi have excelled in war beyond all expectations. The Mota are descended from nomadic tribes



of the Burning Sands, and as such they are a warrior people with very little in the \:l



on the current location of anyone of the creatures, and
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Note: This spell is known only to the Chuda. It was previously a Bloodspeaker spell, but that cult is now all



all of the creatures disappear. If any of the creatures are captured or destroyed during the spell's duration, when



~



but extinct.



you reform you lose a number of \·Vounds equal to the



ELEMENT: Maho (Earth) MASTERY LEVEL: 4 DURATION: 1 year and I day AREA OF EFFECT: Self RANGE: Self The power of blood sorcery is great indeed for those



or earlier, if you \"./ish it -



your body reforms, centered



number of creatures lost. If all of the creatures are destroyed, you die and may never reform.



spell. Once the magic is completed by this sacrifice, the shugenja stops aging for the duration of the spell. If the shugenja is not already Lost (i.e., if his Taint is not yet higher than his highest Ring), he gains one full Rank of Shadowlands Taint upon completion of this ritual.



Flock of Blood Note: This spell is considered Mastery Level 5 for any non-Chuda maho-tsukai. ELEMENT: Maho (Water) MASTERY LEVEL: 4 DURATION: I hour per caster's School Rank AREA OF EFFECT: Self RANGE: Self There have been many occasions when the Chuda required a discreet means of exit or concealment in order to avoid the righteous fury of those \·vho \vould stamp



out their heresy. If not for spells like Flock of Blood, their line would have ended long ago. You may use this spell to instantly transform yourself into a swarm of smaller creatures. This is normally limit-



ed to vermin and other creatures generally looked upon
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The Imperial Families
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VI



The relationship between the Imperial Families and the practice of magic encompasses a rather singular irony.



As the Emperor's direct servants, they are considered the custodians of the Celestial Order in the mortal realm; the public symbolism of their role casts them as the embodi-



ment of diVinely sanctioned Imperial authority. While relying on the reverence of others as the source of their authority, they themselves must show absolute rever-



New Spell:
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it. Casting this spell requires performing an elaborate, shugenja must sacrifice a human life to complete the
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willing to make the appropriate sacrifices to achieve hour-long rituaL At the conclusion of this ritual, the



rn



ence for the Celestial Order and, by extension. for the important role priests and magic play in it. But at the same time, the private attitude of the Imperials toward the practice of magic is almost entirely utilitarian. In fact. they are more ruthlessly practical when it comes to mag.



ic than any of the Great Clans, even the Scorpion. The Seppun Family are the Emperor's shugenja. practicing magic as part of their larger duty to guard the Em-



peror's person. Seppun shugenja are part of the lmperial Guard first and foremost, and they lack the scholarly temperament of the Isawa or the insistent idealism of the



Asahina. The Seppun as a Family are famous for their iron will and their intense focus; if a Seppun shugenja were ever to muse aloud about purely theoretical questions of communing with the kami, he would at best



be



ridiculed for going soft, and at worst, raise suspicions



that the was no longer fit for duty. A Seppun shugenja's primary role to is to tend to the traps and wards around



the Imperial Palace, and to neutralize any supernatural threat to the Imperial person. Any distraction from th= tasks could cost Rokugan its Emperor.
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While the Seppun pride themselves on their roie as the Emperor's physical guardians, the Otomo see themselves as his political guardians. Therefore, their



their Oromo cousins must master the predictable rou-



:t



attitude toward magic tends to correspond to the prac-



improvise and adapt to the particulars of any given



ticality of their Seppun cousins. In the reaim of court,



situation. Because of this, the Miya also take an en-



o



shugenja must of course receive the respect due to



tirely utilitarian vie,,·.r of magic. They respect shugenja



them for the gifts the Heavens have bestowed on them.



for the importance of their place in the Celestial Order.



But aside from that, magic itself - particularly magic of concealment and deception - is simply a tool an



But \vhen a Miya meets shugenja on the road, he sizes them up above all in terms of their possible relevance



Oromo courtier may use as part of the Family's overall



to the mission at hand. If a resident priest is popular



mission to set the Great Clans against each other and



with the locals for doing good works among the less
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tines of court protocol and the habits of Great Clan representatives, the Miya Heralds must learn how to



keep the Empire in balance.



fortunate, it may be useful to win him over and use his



As the Emperor's heralds, the Miya are diplomats and heralds first and foremost, and they are ambas-



powers and position as a means of influencing those locals. If the locals complain of crime or suspicions of
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sadors to the Emperor's subjects rather than to courts.



biood sorcery, bringing in the nearest Jade Magistrate
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As such, their mission is quite open and frecH/heeling



and working alongside him may win them over. If the



U



compared to that of a typical Rokugani courtier. Every



local population is superstitious or easily impressed by



village they visit in the Emperor's name can present



wonders, then even a ronin priest may be recruited to



a different set of challenges than the one they visited last, or indeed from anything they have experienced before. Effectively spreading the news of Imperial will



dazzle them in the Emperor's name, and so on. In situuse whatever tools he has at hand to accompliSh his



and beneficence may require one set of rhetorical tac-



mission, magic and the shugenja who can wield it are



tics here, and a very different one there. Where



ations where a Miya Herald must think quickly and



as useful as any other asset.



TABLE 1.10: IMPERIAL FAMILIES SHUGENJA OPTIONS School/Path



Type



Reference



Seppun Shugenja



Basic School



L5R core rufebook,



School Jade Magistrate



Path



Seppun Duelist



Path



p.145 Prayers and Treasures, p. 4S Art of the Duel, p. 150



The eyes of the Kami Imperial shugenja most often call upon the kami to heighten their understanding of their surroundings. As a result, the Imperial City and any important lands holding belonging to high Court officials appears much sharper in details and contrasts than it would to those who lack the ability to commune with the Elemental spirits. Not only are colors more vivid in tone and contrast, but light and shadow also appear in starker contrast. Even the edges of objects, creatures, and people appear in sharper relief. Everything is clearly defined and no detail is missed or mistaken. The other senses are also heightened, so that sounds and even smells are also easily separated from one another, allowing each to be precisely noted. THE ROLE OF SHUGENJA IN THE IMPERIAL fAMILIES Jade Magistrates - The jade Magistrates are the magical equivalent of the Emerald Magistrates; they are an elite corps of shugenja recruited for Imperial service and dedicated to enforcing Imperial law and protecting the Empire from biasphemy and other forms of religiolls subversion. They answer directly to the jade Champion, who recruits promising shugcnja to fill their ranks. The Jade Magistrates are a relatively recent innovation, however, far more recent than the office of Jade Champion, or, for that matter, the Emerald Magistrates. As one might expect, they are much fewer in number than the Emerald Magistrates, but their duties are no less important, for not all internal threats may be dealt with by the sword alone. Seppun Duelists - Just as their bushi brethren have cultivated the art of the duel to prepare for those occasions when the honor of the Emperor and the Imperial Families must be defended, some Seppun shugenja practice taryu-jiai dueling. They remain full-fledged members of the Hidden Guard



and have all of the duties that come with the job, but they are also allmved some time to master the rites and practices of magical dueling. Almost all Seppun Duelists are assigned to the entourages of the Emperor and high-ranking Imperial officials. Essentially, they serve as priestly yojimbo, often ,"/orking in concert with their bushi counterparts. Seppun ShugenjQ School - The Seppun train their shugenja for only one purpose: to safeguard the Imperial Palace, the Emperor, and the personages of the Imperial Court. Seppun shugenja study to prepare themselves for service in the so-called Hidden Guard, the unit of the Imperial Guard that specializes in protecting the Emperor from magical dangers. They specialize in the magic of detection, and they have earned a reputation for watchfulness that matches that of the Seppun bushi with whom they serve. Although Hidden Guard shugenja can be found in the more important Imperial entourages, their primary duty is to set and maintain the wards and magical traps that protect the Imperial Palace. This aspect of their duties has also earned the Hidden Guard a reputation for secretiveness, as they refuse to share the techniques and other secrets of their School, lest doing so compromise Imperial security.



New Path: Jade Magistrate (Shugenja) TECHNIQlJE RANK: 4 PATH OF ENTRY: Any shugenja School Rank 3 PATH OF EG R£SS: Same School Rank 4 REQlJIREMENTS: Glory 3.0 or higher, or Honor 3.0 or higher; must be appointed jade Magistrate by the Jade Champion.



Technique: Path of Jade Those ,"/ho serve the Jade Champion share his mission of keeping the Empire pure from all forms of corruption. The position of Jade Magistrate comes with a variety of benefits, along with weighty responsibilities. Because of the close cooperation between the Jade Magistrates and the Kuni Witch-Hunters and Asako Inquisitors,
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you may learn any spells that are othenvise restricted to members of the Kuni Shugenja School and the Phoenix Clan; in those instances where Kuni and Phoenix shugenja may learn spells at a lower Mastery Level



I-



than other shugenja, you may also learn those spells at



o



the same lower Mastery Level.
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You gain a bonus equal to your Insight Rank to all your Skill and Trait Rolls involving Perception or Awareness.. vVhen casting a spell that targets someone or something you know to possess any amount



ILl



of Shadowlands Taint, you receive a number of Free
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If the weapon does not inflict Wounds sufficient to reduce the target to Down or worse, it may still have a



slight soporific effect. Anyone struck by Miya's Sasumata must make a Raw Earth Roll against a TN equal to



10 + your Water Ring. If he fails, he suffers a -2 penalty to all Skill Rolls and damage rolls for the remainder of the skirmish. This penalry can happen only once per target, no matter how many times they are struck by Miya's Sasumata.



SPECIAL RAISES: You may Raise to increase the DR of the weapon, by + IkO for each Raise called.



Raises equal to your total Ranks in shugenja Basic and



Advanced Schools.
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New Spell: Miya's Sasumata Note: This spell may only be cast by shugenja who have Ranks in the Seppun Shugenja School sufficient to cast Mastery Level 2 spells. ELEMENT: Water MASTERY lEVEL: 2 DURATION: I minute AREA OF EFFECT: Self RANGE: Self This spell creates a shimmering sasumata (man-catch-



er) composed of pure spiritual energy. It is often used by shugenja \'\Iorking v.lith Emerald Magistrates to sub-



New Spell: The Final C\ifl Note: This spell may only be cast by shugenja who have Ranks in the Seppun Shugenja School sufficient to cast Mastery Level 3 spells. ELEMENT: Earth MASTERY lEVEL: 3 DURATION: Instantaneous AREA OF EFFECT: 2 persons RANGE: Touch This spell dates back almost to the dawn of the Empire, but it remains a closely held secret of the Seppun Shugenja School. The Hidden Guard have used it many times through the ages to rescue personages of the Im-



due criminals without causing them serious harm.



perial Court - even the Emperor himself. Casting The Final Gift allows you to transfer all in-



When you cast Miya's Sasumata, the weapon appears immediately in your hands. If you do not have Ranks



flicted \>\founds from one of the spell's target to the other,



in the Polearms Skill, you may wield it as if you have



2 Ranks in that Skill. It has a DR equal to your Water Ring in rolled and kept dice. This damage is disabling, but not lethal (although it still must be healed through normal means); if Miya's Sasumata does enough damage to reduce its target to the Down vVound Level or v·/orse, the target is instead knocked unconscious for



a number of hours equal to your Seppun Shugenja School Rank.



except for those Wounds caused by disease or poison. Both targets must be completely willing to undergo the casting ritual, which takes one hour to complete. During this time, you must maintain physical contact with both targets; if contact is broken at any time before the



ritual is complete, the spell automatically fails (and still counts against your spell slots for the day). Historically, the recipients of damage transferred by this spell have been criminals who are offered the chance to save the life of one of their betters as an alternative form of punishment.



side commoners. liVing in a world of brutal practicality conditions them to sec magic as just another tool for



The Minor- Clans The only generalization one can make about attitudes toward magic among the Minor Clans is that they vary



widely, depending on the Clan. The Great Clans are complex feudal entities, large enough so that they can



(and indeed, must) encompass all of the major endeavors expected of Rokugani samurai: war, religion, and



statecraft. Furthermore, they must hold all of these activities in proper balance if they are to survive the treacherous currents of Great Clan politics. Minor Clans, on the other hand, are monochromatic



in nature. They are far too small to spread themselves across more than one major realm of activity. Since



they generally consist of only one Family, their range of traditions is limited and they tend to focus their entire



identity around the singular achievement that gained



them Clan status. If that achievement has nothing to do with magiC, Minor Clan will not hold magic as terribly important. In other words, that Minor Clans are special-



ists by nature, and they hew closely to their particular



them. Two Minor Clans (not including the Fox Clan, which recently became the Kitsune Family of the Mantis Clan) are descended from shugenja Families and clearly define themselves through the practice of magic. The Dragonfly Clan, of which the Tonbo Family forms the core, have traditionally been close allies of both the Dragon and Phoenix Clans, which does much to explain their gift for speaking with the kami. Until the Four Winds era they did not have any particular style to their embrace of magic. But the providential career of Tonbo



Euiko changed all that. Even as a youth, Euiko showed an unusual gift for



divination. \¥hile she was serving as a junior sensei



at Still Water Temple, the kami granted her a vision in which the Lion Clan finally obtained bloody vengeance against the Dragonfly for the insult that created the Minor Clan in the first place. Even though the Dragonfly Daimyo was only half-persuaded by her prophecy, he nonetheless concluded it was better to be safe than sor-



ry; the Clan made extensive plans for concealing their resources and dispersing to secret sanctLI3ries in case of an overwhelming attack. When the Lion armies



expertise. The warrior Minor Clans -



accomplishing whatever unpleasant task is set before



the Badger, the Hare, the



~lonkey, the Ox and the Sparrow - regard magic as do most Rokugani bushi: Intellectually, they understand it has a place in the Celestial Order, and they recognize if vaguely) that shugenja have a special talent deserving of their respect. When they need the power of the kami shaped and gUided for their benefit, they are glad to have shugenja on their side. But they give no thought to the finer points of priestcraft. Such things have nothing to do with the Way of the Bushi, and so need not



concern them.



The Tortoise Clan, which has carved out a role for itself as a sort of courtier Clan, is at least as ruthlessly practical in its attitude toward magic as the Imperial Families. As a Clan that tends to work at the margins of the samurai class (to put it mildly), the Tortoise do not have as much time for revering the supernatural as their more conventional peers. Instead, Kasuga samu-



rai make themselves useful by performing tasks other samurai consider intolerable, such as working along-



fi-



nally did sweep through the Dragonfly Lands, intent on the utter destruction of the Minor Clan, the Dragonfly were prepared, and as a result they were able to rebuild



qUickly after the Lion departed. Tonbo Euiko became an honored personage among the Dragonfly, and the art of divination is now a strong emphasis among Drag-



anny shugenja. Now that the Fox Clan has been absorbed into a Great Clan, the Bat are the only other Minor Clan formed around a shugenja Family. The Bat Clan are still quite young, and are still in the process of creating a



distinct identity for themselves through the formation of their shugenja School. However, the bioodline of the founder, Yoritomo Komori, mingled with powerful bat spirits, and Komori himself is particularly skilled in communicating with beings from other spirit realms.



Also, because of their close historical tics with the Man-



tis Clan, Komori shugenja tend to be heavily influenced by the Moshi and Yoritomo Schools. Indeed, most of the shugellja who helped Komori found his fledgling Clan trained in those two Schools.
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TABLE 1.11: MINOR SHUGENjA OPTIONS School/Path Type Reference . Komori Shugenja School Basic School



The Four Wmds,



(Bat Clan)



p.187



Tonbo Shugenja School



Basic School The Four Winds,



(Dragonfly Clan)
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Al'mol' of Osano-Wo (yamigatai)



not Yuruginai is the actual Celestial Sword given to the



o ""-I



Though he normally wore Fukutsu or the Armor of the



Crab Clan by the Fortune of Steel, Tsi Xing Guo. vVhile



m



Shadow "'-'arrior while commanding his Clan in de-



the Hida could care less because the blade's effective·



fense of the Empire, Osano-\Vo commissioned a lighter,



ness against the Crab's enemies is all that matters to



Raises equal to nvice their current Insight Rank.



There is some debate amongst the Kuni as to whether or



more traditional set of armor for his personal campaign



them, there are troubling facts about the weapon's his-



against the trolls. Yamigatai is not nearly as famous as



tory. Tsi Xing Guo claimed the Celestial Swords could



the other two great Crab armors, but it contains the in-



never be broken, and yet Yuruginai shattered when



domitable spirit of the second son of Hida, and it is blessed by his mother, the Thunder Dragon.



Hida Kuroda fell defending the Empire against Daigotsu's first attack on the Wall. Although the ,veapon has



Treat Yamigatai as light armor. The armor and those



since been reforged to be stronger than ever before, the



,,,,,ho wear it are both immune to all effects of maho



spells. In fact, any maho spells cast by or targeting any-



Kuni still wonder how it could have broken at all. Yuruginai, like all Major nemuranai, is considered



thing within 100' ofYamigatai require an extra 2 Raises



a jade weapon for the purpose of harming Invulner·



to be cast successfully. If the wearer enters the area of



able foes. In addition, it grants the following bonuses: a +3kO bonus to attack rolls made with it, and a +2k2



effect of a maho spell, he may spend a Void Point to immediately end the effect of that spell. Finally, due to the blessing of the Thunder Dragon, if the armor's wearer is ever forced to make a Stamina Roll because



bonus to damage rolls made against creatures with the Shadowlands Taint. It also strikes incorporeal creatures as though they were solid. So long as the weapon is car-



of weather conditions, each die rolled because of his



ried, the wielder's Earth is considered to be two ranks



Stamina Ranks automatically counts as a to (but does not explode).



higher, and in addition he rolls two exlra unkept dice when resisting the Shadowlands Taint.



Al'mol' of Atal'asi (Kikyo)



Hammel' of eal'th



Hida was haunted all his life by the loss of his first son



The Hammer of Earth is a basic Elemental item favored



Atarasi to the Shadowlands. His second son, Osano-



by the Kuni shugenja, who often assist in the making



Wo, refused to believe that his older broihcr had been



of these weapons when they are still initiates. All Ham-



lost forever, and many years after the Day of Thunder,



mers of Earth are fashioned by the Kuni, from the mo~



he took up hammer and tongs himself to forge a worthy



ment the steel is set upon the forge all the way to the



gift for when Atarasi might return. While blacksmithing



final blessings that awaken the spirits within, and thus



was not Osano-Wo's greatest gift, he still crafted a leg-



almost all of these items in Rokugan are found in Crab lands. Typically, Hammers of Earth are given to Crab



endary suit of heavy armor in Kikyo. Of course, Atarasi never returned, and his armor still remains in Kyuden



samurai -



Hida, waiting for its lost master. Legends claim that a



honor excellence in the course of their duty. A few oth-



,,,,,arrior with Atarasi's eyes ,"viII someday claim it.



ers are given as gifts to members of other Clans, as a



r~



.,



.



,



bushi, courtiers, and shugenja alike -



, , ,



to
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sign of friendship or respect. Receiving such a gift is



place, it instantly attaches itself, changing in size until



thus ahvays considered a great honor, and most samu-



it matches the new bearer's normal left arm. The Jade



rai zealously keep these magical weapons within their



Hand functions as though it were his biological limb,



family.



even providing the sensation of touch and the same



Forged from a single piece of steel, these extraordi-



manual dexterity he \vould enjoy had his original hand



nary dai tsuchi look outwardly like many other weapons of their kind. But while many Crab favor dai tsuchi



still been attached. Once it is attached, the only way for a mortal being to part himself from the Jade Hand



for dealing with heavily annored opponents or creatures with thick hides, the high penetrating power of a



corpse.



mundane war hammer is nothing compared to that of a



is to die, after which the Hand can be severed from his



The Jade Hand is incorruptible jade, and neither it



Hammer of Earth.



nor its bearer may ever accumulate Shadowlands Taint



Wielding a Hammer of Earth grants a bonus to the total of attack and damage rolls equal to the ov.mer's Earth Ring. If he has School Ranks in the Hida Bushi School, this bonus stacks with the school bonuses.



or use maho. Also, the Jade Hand removes all Taint the bearer may have accumulated prior to joining it to his



body. This scouring of the bearer's soul can be timeconsuming if he was heavily corrupt, as the Jade Hand literally burns the corruption out of him with coruscat-



Hirul1t a Tetsubo (Konbo) Almost as famous a weapon as Chikara is Konbo, the first tetsubo wielded by Hida. Crafted by the First Crab himself, Konbo is very simple and practical weapon, as powerful as its creator. Hida gifted the weapon to



ing green fire, an agonizing experience.



The Jade Hand is considered a jade weapon for fighting Shadowlands creatures, and inflicts a base damage



of Ik3 when used for Jiujutsu attacks. In addition, the bearer may spend a Void point to cast the spell Jade



Hiruma in recognition of his position as his right·hand



Strike as a shugenja of equivalent Rank, with a number



man and chief follower.



of Free Raises equal to the bearer's Earth.



Wielding Konbo grants a Free Raise on all attacks intended to Push Back opponents. Attacks using the



Lotus Blade of the Crab (Kettei)



weapon also ignore all magical effects intended to grant



the target protection from physical attacks.



Kettei was the final gift to the Crab Clan from the Fortune of Steel, Tsi Xing Guo. Hida Kuon ordered the Kuni to scrutinize the sword and determine its powers. \Nhile



The Jade Hand



they detected the sword's ability to sustain its wielder



No one knows from whence the Jade Hand truly came,



beyond human endurance, they could not divine the



but the descendants of Kuni Osaku assert it is a gift from



sword·s other powers. Kuon gave it to his capable lieu-



Osal1o·\lVo himself, given to their line after the Battle of



tenant Hida Daizu as a gift, and Daizu later discovered



the Cresting \Nave. For several centuries, the Kuni Fam-



its considerable powers while battling several Oni.



ily kept the Jade Hand, using it only rarely. It rose to greatest prominence shortly before the second Day of



While the Oni instantly corrupted the jade which Daizu carried, his sword slew one of them with a single bImv,



Thunder, when it replaced the unnatural ani claw on



and sent the rest fleeing in terror.



Crab Thunder Hida Yakamo's left arm. The Jade Hand



Daizu eventually received another blade as a gift from the Fortune Kisada, and he returned Kettei to Hida Kuon. It rested unused until the Champion's



is currently in Tengoku with its last bearer, but Yakamo



may return it to Rokugan at any time, should he wish to do so. The Jade Hand extracts an onerous cost from its bearer - his left arm from the elbow down - but the



benefits are widely held to outweigh the cost. When the Jade Hand is held to the stump of the arm it is to re-



brother Kuroda, now transformed into the Onisu Kyofu,



came before him and requested the right to lead the Damned into the Shadowlands. Kyofu perished fighting the dreaded Kyoso no Oni, but the sword was borne safely back to the Crab lands by another bushi, Hida Daigo, and waits there for the call of another hero.



Kettei is treated as a nonnal Excellent quality katana



Kuni ]\lakanu's Journals



in the hands of anyone not sworn to the Crab Clan. In



Kuni Nakanu was the first shugenja to notice Shadow·



the hands of a Crab, however, it is a Sk4 katana, and



lands Taint on dead bodies, and also the first to notice



as a Legendary quality nemuranai it is treated as jade



that Tainted corpses would eventually rise as undead if



for the purpose of harming Invulnerable creatures. It cannot be corrupted or damaged by anyone bearing the



llseful knowledge, tragically. he succumbed to his Q\.vn



Shadow\ands Taint. A Crab may activate the Earth kami



ambitions and the lure of the Taint, seeking to raise an



within the sword \\lith a Simple Action. Once activated,



army of zombies to defend the Empire against the Shadowlands. He was eventually killed by the very zombies



the svvord arant's a +2kO bonus to attack and damage



" Tainted opponents. Also, the wielder canrolls against not gain the Shadowlands Taint so long as the blade is activated. Finally, as long as it is unsheathed, all allies



not properly disposed of. Although he amassed much



he had created, and his stolen notes and discoveries in-



fluenced Bloodspeakers in their development of maho techniques to raise and control the undead. Only re-



within 100' also gain a +lkO bonus to attack and dam-



cently have his original journals been rediscovered in a



age rolls against Tainted foes.



remote monastery.



Kuni )\t\okuna's Ciuide



additional experience point which may only be used



Anyone who reads Nakanu's journals receives an



Considered the seminal work on the Shadowlands,



to purchase the Undead Emphasis for the Skill Lore:



Kuni Mokuna's Guide is widely read within the Crab



Shadowlands. However. when that experience point is



Clan. Although it addresses a grisly matter, copies of



spent, the reader must make a Willpowerrrheology Roll



the studious Kuni's work pass frequently from one



aoainst a TN of 5x the number of times that he conb



Crab officer to another, and copies with particularly high-quality calligraphy can fetch a very high price for their value as artifacts. The original copy, worn from years of service, now rests in the Crab ancestral shrine



suited the Journal. A failed roll means the reader gains the Disadvantage Fascination; Undead. Anyone \vho studies Nakanu's work gains 1 Free



Raise to any attack made against an undead being.



of Koten, inside Mokuna's personal shrine. Simply studying the Guide for a few months allows



the reader to automatically learn the first 5 Ranks of the skill Lore: Shadowlands. If the reader already has at



O-Llshi's Hammer (}\razawa) The hammer that once belonged to the sister of the second Crab Thunder rests in Koten, the Crab Clan's



least 5 Ranks of Lore: Shadowlands, reading the Guide



hall of ancestors. Her younger son, Hida Kuon, has



grants one additional Rank. In addition, if the treatise



commanded the stewards of Koten to leave the ham-



is ready to hand and can be referred to easily. it grants



mer at his mother's shrine until her next reincarnation



2 Free Raises to Lore: Shadowlands Skill Rolls, and the



claims it. Kuon believes this will be a woman strong



reader is considered to have the following Emphases



enough to defeat the guardians of Koten and take the



to that Skill: Goblins, ani, Ogres, Undead, Geography,



hammer from its plinth. Until that day, the hammer re-



and Defense Against.



mains untouched beside her statue. Should it ever be



The original copy of the Guide also has an additional benefit: Holding the guide and speaking Kuni Mokuna's name will summon his shiryo from Yomi. It



hefted, though, the power of the Bully will 1I0w through the wielder.



If a woman is fortunate enough to wield Arawaza,



will arrive in lkl rounds. Once Mokuna arrives, he will



it grants the benefit that her Strength will always be 1



expect compliments on his diligent labor in assembling the Guide, but once he is thus flattered, he will gladly



she engages in a kenjutsu, iaijutsu, jiujitsu, or Heavy



Rank higher than her opponent's Strength whenever



answer any question regarding any Shadowlands crea·



Weapons duel. In all other types of combat, Arazawa



lUre he studied.



grants I Free Raise each round, which may only be used to perform the Knockdown maneuver.
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blue and bears both the Daidoji Family and Crane Clan man at the top, under which are kanji representing the



rr-easur-es of the Cr-ane Clan



Fortunes Bishamon and Fukurokujin, all in a bright



steel-gray. Great Crane heroes have taken the standard into battle for centuries, such as when Daidoji Yuzan cap-



Ancestral Armor of the Crane (Sasageru) Sasageru, the Ancestral Annar of the Crane Clan, is a



legendary nemuranai which has protected many Crane heroes through the ages. It was created by Lady Doii's will alone, on the final day before she vanished into the sea. A gift to her great-grandson, it appeared after a flash of the sun's brightest light surrounded his body, and it has protected the mightiest of the Crane's samurai ever since. The Crane revere it as a reminder of the virtues of duty, honor, and devotion to the Clan.



Sasageru is made from an unknown metal that glows



in the sunlight. It is pale blue in color, decorated with faint striations of a darker blue. The laces of the plates are made of a white silk that is said to be as strong as metal wire. Enameled on the breastplate is the outline of a Crane in flight, its wings outstretched, and the im-



age appears as pristine as it \vas on the day Lady Doji created the item. The armor will never scratch or dent



and appears to be indestructible, at least by mundane means. Worn by Doii Domotai during the Winter of Red Snow. it is said to have inspired her troops to greatness of both body and spirit. Sasageru grants a + 1 bonus to the wearer's Honor Rank (and allows a maximum Honor Rank of 6 instead of the normal 5). The armor also grants the wearer the



ability to substitute her Honor Rank for any Trait or Ring for any purpose. As an additional effect, when worn by any Crane Daimyo into battle, the armor will act as if



the spell Courage of the Seven Thunders (see Legend of the Five Rings Third Edition core rule book, p. 235) has been cast on the wearer.



Ancestral Standard of the Crane



tured Shiro no Yoiin from the Lion. During the Winter of Red Snow, it was held by Doji Domotai's forces as they fought in Toshi Ranbo to protect the Imperial City. It is said that as long as a Crane is alive to hold the standard, no enemy can truly defeat its army.



As with any of the ancient j'uma jirushi of the Clans, the general of an army with the Ancestral Standard of the Crane may add + IO to any Battle (Mass Combat) Skill Roll made to determine winners for a Battle Turn, and gains 4 Free Raises on any other use of the Battle Skill when it is visible to their troops. The standard's bearer cannot move very quickly, suffers a + 10 TN penalty to all Skill Rolls made while carrying the banner, and may only fight one-handed. Any army bearing the Ancestral Standard of the Crane Clan will gain an additional +5 bonus to any Battle (Mass Combat) Skill Roll made on the Mass Battle Table, whether by the general of the army or the individual samurai rolling on the



Mass Battle Table. If the Crane forces are outnumbered more than 2 to 1, this bonus doubies to + 1O.



Ancestral Sword of the Crane (Shukujo) Shukujo, the Ancestral Sword of the Crane Clan, was originally created by Doji Yasurugi and, along with the other four of his finest blades, helped to found the legacy that would eventually create the Kakita Mastersmiths. Like the other Ancestral Swords, Shukujo was returned to the Celestial Heavens by Amaterasu's grief,



but it is said by the Crane that on a perfectly clear night, the brightest star in the sky is actually Shukujo, shining down on those whom it once protected. The sword was carried into the Shadowlands by the



first Crane Thunder, Doji Konishiko, but returned to the Clan by Doji Hayaku three years later. The blade is



Crafted as a symbol of the Crane's military might and



unique among all of the nemuranai of Rokugan, since it



made to impress even the toughest of the Crane's en-



contains two completely sentient human souls: those of



emies, the Ancestral Standard of the Crane Clan is also referred to as the Banner of the Iron Crane. Tv.'o feet wide and eight feet tall, the standard is a brilliant sky



communicate with their \vielder, it is said their honor and



Konishiko and her brother, Yasurugi. While they never sacrifice bless the sword and any Crane who bears it.



samurai were even more taken aback when the Ide dip-



lomat placed the feather on a bow as he would an arrow, and tired it by whispering a single word. Moments



later, the feather reappeared in his hand. Among the Daidoji archers in the Clan, being given even one of the Feathers is a great honor, and the magical arrows have become a precious heirloom for those



skilled enough to earn them. Large caches of the Feathers are kept at Shiro Daidoji and Mountain's Shadow



rr1



Dojo, and the best archer in a large Crane army or gar-
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rison can typically be found with 10 to 20 of the arrows. He is, of course, expected to return each and every one to his quartermaster. Daidoji yojimbo assigned to im-



Treat Shukujo as a Legendary quality katana. \Vhen drawn, it grants the full power of the Crane, allowing



portant Crane personages may also have some of the



the wielder to fight as a fine duelist even if trained as a



rank rather than for actual use.



courtier, and to speak ,".'ith the glib tongue of a courtier



Feathers, although these are given out more as a sign of



but they are as sturdy as thick \vooden arrows. They



Shukujo temporarily gains Ranks in the Doji Courtier School equal to his own Basic School Rank, while a



have a very simple function: when a command word is



spoken, they transform into Excellent Quality arrows



Crane courtier or artisan who holds the katana tempo-



v-,rith a DR of 2k2. They return to the ovvner's quiver or



rarily gains Ranks in the Kakita Bushi School equal to his own Basic School Rank. In addition, Shukujo is the ultimate example of a Kakita blade, and its unparal-



hand (his choice) 2 rounds after they are fired. Those struck by one of the arrows are affected as if the spell Wind-Borne Slumbers (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition core rule book, p. 229) had been cast upon them.



iaijutsu duel, no matter who declared Strike.



Finally, woe to those not truly descended from Lady Doji or Kakita who drew the blade, as it is said the Thunders' souls v·/ithin will tear apart the mind of any



not of their blood. This vengeful power functions as if the spell Burn the Soul (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition core rule book, p. 242) was cast upon the unfortunate trespasser (but v·/ith no visible out\vard effects).
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Annekkusai's Feathers seem delicate in appearance,



even jf trained as a bushi. A Crane bushi who holds



leled balance allows the user to ahvays Strike first in an








Treat the Ancestral Katana of the Dragon as a ka~ tana with a DR of 4k4. Like all Ancestral Swords, it is treated as jade for the purpose of harming invulnerable foes. The katana allows its wielder to instantly know the Schools and Rank of any individual he faces in combat, whether skirmish, battle, or duel. It grants the wielder hvo Free Raises to every arrack roll made with it for ev-



ery Rank he possesses in a Mirumoto Bushi School.



have little or no Honor. For \vhatever reason, the blade compels its owner to destroy honorless individuals regardless of the immediate circumstances, and punishes an Q\-vner whose own Honor is deficient. Needless to



say, this has caused disastrous problems for the Clan in the past. Treat Bitter as a katana, the DR of which is equal in both rolled and kept dice to 5 minus the target's Hon~ or Rank. Against targets with no Honor, or an Honor



Celestial Swol'd of the Dl'agon



Rank of 0, it is a DR sks weapon, more powerful even



The Celestial Swords wielded by the Great Clans were among the first and finest nemuranai crafted by Tsi Xing Guo, the Fortune of Steel, following his ascension to the Celestial Heavens. The blades were meant to replace the Ancestral Blades taken by Lady Shinjo, and despite the sentiment associated with those ancient blades, none can claim that the Celestial Blades are any less powerful. The name of the Celestial Sword of



Willpower Roll against a TN equal to his own Honor x 5, or be compelled to attack that person immediately. If



than some Ancestral Weapons. But against paragons of Honor, it inflicts no damage whatsoever. Also, the



blade instinctively senses the presence of dishonorable individuals and tries to merge its will that of its ovmer. If the wielder of Bitter finds himself within 20' of someone of Honor Rank 0, he must immediately make a Ra\".'



the Dragon is known only to its current owner, Togashi



Biner's owner ever reaches Honor Rank 0 himself, he



Satsu, who learned it from the Fortune of Steel himself.



must make a Raw Willpower Roll at TN 25 evety day



Satsu claims that Tsi Xing Guo also forged a wakizashi



he retains Bitter in his possession, or else the sVo"ord will



to match the katana, but hid it in the Celestial Heavens to await a great Dragon hero. If that hero ever appears



inflict terrible nightmares that drive the owner to com-



mit seppuku within one to three days.



and finds the wakizashi, he 'will know the name of the katana as well, and will become the personal defender



Dl'agon Peal'l



of the Dragon Champion. Until that time, Satsu carries



The Dragon Pearl is one of many dangerous artifacts collected by the Dragon Clan during the period after



the blade. The Celestial Sword of the Dragon is a Legendary quality katana with a DR of 2k3, which grants the wielder a +25 bonus to his TN to be Hit. It also grants a number of Free Raises per day equallo the wielder's In~ Sight Rank which may be used on any Social Skill Roll. Finally, it allows the wielder to see through all illusions, and to sense any nearby passages to the Spirit Realms.



the Dragon-Phoenix War, when the Mirumoto scoured the Empire for potentially dangerous nemuranai, often



destroying those they could not understand or



con~



trol. During those years, there were a handful of items the Dragon collected that ,,,'ere deemed so dangerous



they could not be safely desrroyed. The Pearl is one of these. It is presumed to be a remnant of some sort



of the dragon P'an Ku, an entity whose purpose in the



Bittel'



Celestial Order is unknown because it \vas driven mad



Bitter is one of the Five Swords of Legend forged centu-



and eventually destroyed, apparently by the influence



ries ago by a swordsmith of almost preternatural skill,



of the Lying Darkness, in the time before man came to



Togashi Nyoko. Like most of Nyoko's blades, Bitter is



exist in Rokugan.



a powerful nemuranai; however, also like most of her



While holding the Dragon Pearl, the owner may spend a single Void Point and transform the Pearl into an ex~



blades, it incorporates her unique views of balance in



the mortai realm, and it thus has Significant drawbacks



act replica of any item within line of Sight. This can be



as well as considerable benefits. The katana Bitter has remained in the Dragon Clan's possession since the



anything from a broken knife to an Ancestral Weapon, so long as the Pearl's holder can see the object. If there



time of Nyoko, but has been wielded only intermittently



is some sort of restriction as to who can wield the item



at best, given the dangers it presents when its wielder



in question, that restriction is still in place. A blade that



either has little Honor, or encounters those who also



can only be wielded by a Lion, for instance, cannot be



duplicated while the Pearl is held by a Crane. The du-
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plicate object lasts until the owner wishes the Pearl to



All Dragon Ya can be used only a single time, after which they lose all supernatural effects. Even if the ar-



return to its natural form, or he loses possession of the



rows themselves can be recovered, the ointments used



Pearl for morc than I hour.



to confer their mystical effects dissolve away after a
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single use. Dragon Ya are identified by the color of their



Dl'agon Puzzle Box



fletching, which corresponds to the Elemental effects



The small boxes generally called Dragon Puzzle Boxes



they unleash upon impact. All Dragon Ya are extremely



are confounding creations first invented by the Togashi



fragile and must be carried delicately, as any significant



order centuries ago. They gradually became popular outside the order, particularly with the Agasha Family,



jarring or even extreme heat can cause them to activate



who began to augment the boxes with their own unique



Black Ya (Void): Black Ya unleash a thick, black



alchemical form of magic and dramatically enhanced their ability to frustrate (and sometimes enrage) the unenlightened who encounter them.



A Dragon Puzzle box is a small, mildly enchanted item intended to aid others in perceiving the world dif-



ferently, thus spurring them down the road to Enlightenment. Treat it as an item of Average Quality. The boxes have an established difficulty when they are created, varying depending on the creator's intentions. The TN to solve one of the boxes can be anywhere bet"veen 15



and 50. To solve a box requires a Skill Roll using the !mvest of an individual's fouf mental Traits (Awareness,



Intelligence, Perception, or Willpower) combined with the skill Lore: Enigmas (Investigation may be substituted if the individual does not possess the Lore: Enigmas Skill, but the TN increases by 10). When a box is solved, it typically opens to reveal a koan, fortune, or something else specific to the box, such as a small item. Anyone who manages to solve a box gains 3 Free Raises



that may be used on any Skill Roll of their choosing. No more than I of these Free Raises may be used on any particular roll, and all the Free Raises are lost if they are not used within 1 day.



Dl'agon Ya Archery is not an activity normally associated with the



Dragon Clan. Despite this, there are many highly skilled archers who serve the Clan. As with most Rokugani ar· chers, Dragon archers utilize the standard ya arrow. The Dragon, however, have certain semi-mystical oint-



ments that they apply to these arrows to confer upon them unusual capabilities. These ointments were first



developed by the Agasha and have been perfected by the Tamori.



suddenly and unexpectedly. cloud of smoke upon striking a target. This smoke is



non-magical except that it is strangely difficult to disperse, even with magic. The area of effect is a 15' radius sphere centered on the point of impact. Anyone within



this area of effect suffers a + 10 TN penalty to all attack rolls and any Perception-based Skill Rolls. The cloud eventually disperses after 10 rounds. Blue Ya (Water): Upon impact, a Blue Ya unleashes a swirling cloud of blue Water kami that disperses almost instantly. Anyone within 5' feet of the point of impact must make a Raw WilJpmver Roll against a TN



of 20 or fall instantly asleep. Those affected by the arrow awake immediately if they suffer any Wounds or if anyone approaches within 5' of them.



Green Ya (Earth): The Green Ya unleashes a thick cloud of pollen and dust. Anyone within 5' of the point of impact must make an immediate Raw Stamina Roll



against a TN of 20 or be Blinded by the dust, innicting a +20 TN penalty on any attack rolls. The cloud disperses after 3 rounds, but the Blindness lasts for 5. Washing one's eyes out with water counteracts the blindness.



Red Ya (Fire): Easily the most straightforward of the Dragon Ya, the Red Ya detonates in a small but intense burst of fire upon impact, inmeting 3k3 fire damage to anyone and anything within 3' of the point of impact. Easily combustible objects or materials, such as cloth, will be set ablaze by this effect. Yellow Ya (Air): The Yellow Ya unleashes a storm of angry. noxious Air spirits in the form of a thick cloud



of yellowish gas that spreads out 10' in every direction {rom the point of impact. Any person or creature that



requires air to breath suffers a + 10 TN penalty to all rolls ,·vhile they remain within the cloud. This cloud disperses after 5 rounds.
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Treasures of the Lion Clan Akodo Daggel' These five ornate \veapons were forged by the artisans of the Crane Clan over a thousand years ago in an attempt to heal the rift between the Lion and Crane Clans. One \/o,las given to each of Akodo One-Eye's five sons, and they have been passed down from father to first-born son ever since that time. The daggers were intended to be given only to the most honorable of men, but they have occasionally fallen into the hands of less than ideal candidates. They are made of an alloy of silver and iron that shines in almost any light, and each blade is engraved \/~"''''''''/'''''~..(_~'''\Tasp; the suit was crafted



an excellent swordsman, he supposedly felt the kata-



by a Sparrow said to be descended from some of the



na was too slow and unwieldy (especially in the close
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quarters of a ship) in comparison to these ,"veapons. The kama were originally a pair of simple peasant weap-



he needed them, but they have been awakened by the strength of his legend as well as that of his descendants. It is said the weapons guide those who would fight for the good of the Mantis. Even though Yoritomo willed the weapons he had made so famous to his foster son, Yoritorno Aramasu
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Treasures of the Phoenix



ons which Yoritomo snatched from the ground ,"vhen
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}\gaska's Mirror Aoasha's Mirror was once a simple hand mirror used by ~



never truly felt worthy of them, and passed them on



the original Agasha in experiments she performed with



to Yoritomo's daughter Kumiko for \ivhen she came of



light and reflection. But its exposure to her many inves-



age. The fact that Kumiko could wield the kama with amazing proficiency convinced many Mantis she was



tigations as well as to the magics of the many Agasha shugenja over the past 1,000 years has awakened the



the true Daughter of Storms and a worthy successor to



item to become a useful nemuranai. The mirror has



Aramasu. Although Kumiko proved herself over her ri-



been passed down from the Agasha Daimyo to his most



val Yoritomo Kitao many times over, it remains to be



promising student in each generation, and the tradition



seen who will have the last laugh. A corrupted Kitao returned to fight the Mantis during the War of Fire and Thunder, and both she and Kumiko were consumed by an explosion aboard Kitao's ship. Unfortunately for the



continued even when the Agasha Family defected from the Dragon Clan to the Phoenix in 113 i, as Agasha Taduring the Clan War. Whiie many Phoenix have attempted to duplicate the



as they were \\lith the Celestial SV·lord. The kama have



mirror, none have mastered its effects. Its unique history



been lost at sea, a sacrifice to Suitengu that may never



has shaped it beyond normal aV·lakened nemuranai and



be recovered.



made it something unlikely to ever be reproduced. The



Treat Yoritomo's Kama as mundane kama of Fine



current Agasha Daimyo, Chieh, keeps the mirror on her



Quality when they are held by anyone who is not a Mantis. If a Mantis wields them, however, they are kama of Excellent Quality with a DR of 2k3 each. They



at all times and uses it frequently during her research



grant a + I k I bonus to attack rolls and negate any pen-



acts as a shield of sorts against magiC, and it reveals the



alties for using both weapons at once.



Elemental composition of any item, spell, or being. The
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Agasha's Mirror has two useful main functions. It



first effect allows the owner, once per day, to counter



true power shines. In this case, treat them as kama of



the first damaging spell cast at her as if she vvere casting



Legendary quality with a DR of 3k4. They grant a bonus in kept dice to both attack and damage rolls equal to all of the wielder's combined Ranks in Mantis Schools.



Counterspell (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition core rule book, p. 227), even if she is unaware of the hostile spell being cast. If she is aware of the incoming spell and has successfully used Spellcraft to identify what is being cast, she instead gains 2 Free Raises when casting Counterspell. The second function of Agasha's Mirror allows the user to immedi·



only one of the kama and the other is more than 20'



ately see all the Elements which comprise an object, as



away, the absent kama will automatically leap into the



layers of color and texture. It also grants 2 Free Raises



wielder's off-hand, allowing an attack with it in the next



to any Intelligence-based Skill Roll (excluding Theology) made while holding the item.



turn.
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into creating multi-Elemental spells and items.



in the hands of a blood descendant of Yoritomo, their



If they inflict more than 30 VVounds \vith a single dam-



til til



mori had given it to Agasha Gennai several years earlier



Mantis, they were not as lucky with Yoritomo's Kama



age roll, the target must make a Raw Earth Roll against a TN of 20. If he fails, he dies immediately even if he has Wound Points remaining. Finally, if the wielder has
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Ancestral Armor of the



Phoeni~



The Shiba have a long history of honor and culture, rivaling the Crane with their dedication to the peaceful arts. However, on occasion, the Shiba must fight to defend the Phoenix Clan. When the Phoenix are forced to go to war, the Council of Five give the Clan Champion the



Ancestral Armor of the Clan. It is a magnificent suit of plates and silk, forged in the fires of Sleeping Thunder Mountain



by Togashi himself. The Ancestral Armor of



the Phoenix is a set of heavy armor that provides a + 15



bonus to TN to Be Hit. Once worn, the annaT can only be



removed by its bearer's will or his death, and it fits itself perfectly to the proportions of whoever puts it on. While the armor is worn, it projects an aura of pure Void, a 10' radius sphere centered on the wearer, in which no spells



(friendly or hostile) may be cast without his permission. This sphere of Void prevents any kami from entering the



vVhile the Phoenix occupy Toshi Ranbo and attempt to keep the Clans from each others' throats, the Ancestral Standard has been moved to the garrison that protects Kyuden Isawa, presumably to protect the Phoenix's



area, shielding its wearer without conscious thought (al-



most important city while most of its permanent garrison



though he can choose to allow an individual spell to affect him). Further, the armor allows the wearer to cast the spell Sense Void (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition core rule book, p. 244) once per day, as if he were a shugenja of the same Rank.



are a\vay. Once that time is over, the powerful nemuranai



will most likely be moved back to either Shiro Shiba or Kyuden Asako, to be held until it is needed once more. The Ancestral Standard of the Phoenix provides speciai benefits to any Phoenix within 200' of it. All Phoenix bushi in this area of effect gain a bonus to their damage



Ancestral Standard of the



Phoeni~



A bright orange banner typically carried by the youngest Shiba in a formation at the center of a Phoenix army, the Ancestral Standard of the Phoenix has been in contin·



dard, whichever is greater. A Phoenix shugenja in the



ual use somewhere in the Emerald Empire since it was



area of effect gains + I kO bonus to all Spellcasting Rolls. Finally, once per day, Phoenix monks or henshin may



originally created. The standard is approXimately seven



ignore the debilitating effects (if any) of anyone kiho



feet tall and three feet wide, the banner attached to two



they cast while in the standard's area of effect.



polished pieces of rosewood carved with the mons and



Like any of the ancient fuma jirushi of the Clans, the general of an army with an Ancestral Standard may add + 10 to any Battle (Mass Combat) Skill Roll made



kanji of the different Families of the Phoenix. It is enchanted by the Isawa to remain clean and repair itself



of any damage over time. When the Agasha defected to the Phoenix from the Dragon, their Family mon and name appeared on the Standard overnight. It is said that while the Ancestral Standard flies in Rokugan. the
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rolls equal to their highest Phoenix School Rank or the highest Phoenix School Rank of the bearer of the stan-



to determine winners for a Battle Turn, and gains 4 Free Raises on any other use of the Battle skill when it is vis-



ible to their troops. The standard's bearer cannot move very quickly, suffers a + 10 penalty to all TNs when carrying the banner, and may only fight one-handed.



Phoenix will always rise from the ashes of defeat. The standard was kept with Shiba Tsukune's unit from the beginning of the Clan War until her ascension as Champion of the Clan. Under successive Champions, the Ancestral Standard has typically remained at Shiro Shiba, proudly held by the Current Captain of the



Ancestral Sword of the Phoeni~ Clan (Ofushikai)



Watch and well within vieVol of most of the guards sta-



to him on the day of their son's birth. It was a beau-



tioned there.



Ofushikai, the Ancestral Sword of the Phoenix Clan, \-vas originally created by Shiba's wife Tsamaru, as a gift



tiful \veapon encrusted \:vith pearls, and shone Volith a strange light, as though water was nov'ling down the



blade. But it became a truly legendary item alter Shiba's soul fused with it as the Kami lay mortally wounded from his battle with the First Oni. Shosuro, who had fought alongside him, eventually returned to the Imperial City Irom the Shadowlands and gave the blade to Shiba's son, Shiba Tsuzaki. Tsuzaki already knew of the blade, as Shiba's death and transformation had begun the chain 01 Phoenix Champions whose souls would pass into the next Champion, anchored to the mortal realm by Ofushikai. Each time a Phoenix Champion died, his or her spirit would pass into the samurai deemed worthy to become the next Champion. vVhile this was a harrowing experience for some, the Elemental Council would usually



help make the transition as painless as possible. The Ancestral Sword 01 the Phoenix guaranteed that this
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blade will have it twist out of his grasp or dissipate as



if it was made of smoke. The blade grants the wielder a bonus of 4 Ranks in the Iaijutsu, Kenjutsu and Battle Skills. As a Simple Action, the wielder may ask the Soul of Shiba -



which contains the knowledge of the



Phoenix Clan Champions throughout the years - any question. In mechanical terms, this allows the wielder



to temporarily gain a 2 Rank bonus in any Skill for a period of 10 minutes, after which time the detailed knowl-



edge seeps back into the Soul of Shiba. The Phoenix Clan Champion cannot lose the sword - it can be sum·



maned to his hand instantly by an act of will. The most powerful effects of the sword has only been used a few times: The user may spend a Void point and



process would continue, storing the knowledge and



stop all combat within 20' of himself. Those in the affected area are unable to attack, cast offensives spells,



wisdom of the Clan's former Champions.



use aggressive techniques, or even hurt themselves in



Unfortunately, when Amaterasu returned the Ancestral
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Champion, and anyone else v,lho attempts to grab the



Candle of the Void



kune, the Phoenix Champion at the time, \-vas given a



Initiates of the lsawa Shugenja School learn to craft these



choice: to lose the v\dsdom of the Soul forever with her



items as part of their regular training, They take the lorm



death, or to be raised into Tengoku as the Fortune of Re-



of candles, imbued with faint but very practical elemen-



birth, to guard Ofushikai in the Heavens and some day find a way to return the Soul 01 Shiba to her Clan. Though it pained her to do it, Tsukune, with the help of OsanoWo, became a Fortune and left the mortal realm. This lelt the Phoenix without the guidance of the Soul of Shiba. The Soul 01 Shiba retuned to the Phoenix through the effort 01 Tsukune's son Shiba Aikune, who felt slighted



tal magic. Although they outwardly appear to hold only the power of Fire, each Candle of the Void actually incorporates all of the Elements. The creation process, which is taught exclusively at the Isawa Shugenja School, also inluses the candle with the power of Void, giving the item These magical candles are made of black wax. They are extremely thick and usually about one loot long



Champion. During the War 01 Fire and Thunder, the



when newly created. They burn like normal candles,



Phoenix were in dire need, and with the help of Kitsu



melting slowly, until a shugenja casts a spell near them.



Incka, Aikune traveled to the Celestial Heavens to at·



Each time a shugenja spell draws upon the enchant-



tempt to bring Ofushikai and the Soul back to the mortal



ment of a Candle of the Void, the wax instantaneously



realm. Knowing of the Phoenix's need, Tsukune brought



melts several inches, forming strange patterns at the



Ofushikai to Aikune at the gates to Tengoku. Through the power of Isawa's Last Wish, Aikune destroyed Ofushikai and made the Soul of Shiba a part of the Shiba Family's bloodline instead, leaving only a token version



base of the item. These patterns sometime take the forms of dangerous creatures, strange human visages, or trees and mountains found in Rokugan, but at other



times they do not look like anything Irom the Realm



of the sword in Tengoku to honor Amaterasu's wishes.



of Mortals. Despite these strange shapes and patterns,



Though the Soul of Shiba was saved, the tale of Ofu-



a Candle of the Void never seems ugly or menacing -



shikai ends \.vith Aikune's powerful act.



indeed, many claim these \-vax forms only make the



Treat Ofushikai as a katana with a DR of 6k4, with the ability to affect Invulnerable loes as though it is jade. The weapon can only be held by the Phoenix Clan



candle more beautiful.
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a supernatural aura of peace and focus.



when his friend Shiba Mirabu succeeded Tsukune as
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any way. This effect lasts until the wielder's next turn.



Swords to the Heavens after the death 01 Lord Moon, it took the anchor for the Soul of Shiba with it. Shiba Tsu-
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When a shugenja casts a spell 'vvithin 10' of a burn·



ing Candle of the Void, she gains a +5 bonus to her
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Spellcasting Roll. Furthermore, while she is within this radius she can cast any spell she knows as an Innate Ability. Each Candle of the Void can be used up to 5



Chime of Harmony



times before its wax is fully melted and its magic com-



and a conduit to Enlightenment. The Agasha, when



u..



pletely burned up.
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Celestial Sword of the Phoenix Clan (Keitaku)



they defected to the Phoenix during the War Against the Shadow, brought the secret of the chimes with them and such knowledge has slowly percolated through
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Chimes of Harmony were originally created by the Draoon Clan centuries aDo as an aide to meditation b ~



their nev-" Clan. Isawa artificers have only recently been



Keitaku, the Celestial Sword of the Phoenix Clan, had more of a legacy to live up to than any of the other Celestial Swords created by Tsi Xing Guo. The Ancestral



able to master the creation of Chimes of Harmony, but



Sword of the Phoenix was one of the more powerful



have at least one Chime. Each ringing of a Chime can



they have put them to good use. Many of the larger shrines in the Phoenix provinces



of the ancient weapons granted to the Clans, largely



be heard throughout the temple, and most monks will



because it served as the anchor for the Soul of Shiba. While the Celestial Sword was extremely powerful. it



stop to enjoy its tone, if given the chance. The kami



could not contain the hundreds of years of \visdom



all, and thus the Chimes are occasionally used to teach



that the assembled Champions had amassed, and was not suitable to hold the Soul of Shiba. It was originally oiven to Shiba Aikune, but after he gained the power of Isawa's Last Wish, he gave Keitaku to his friend, Shiba Mirabu.



new shugenja about the Elemental spirits' true forms.



~



Ironically, Shiba Mirabu became the Phoenix Clan



brought by the ringing of the Chime become visible to



A Chime of Harmony's power is only activated once it has been rung 3 times in close succession, following



an hour of quiet meditation by the user. Once the third tone settles, the user gains one of several effects, depending on v-"hy he needs the magic of the Chime;



Champion shortly thereafter, and though he is not



If he intends to learn a new spell shortly after ringing



viewed as having been a strong leader, he never failed



the Chime, he gains a +2k2 bonus to the final roll to



to defend his Clan and always worked to make the Phoenix stronger. The Celestial Sword bolstered Mirabu in many battles. allowing him to lise magic when none would expect it. It is unknown whether the blade was



changed by Mirabu's exposure to Isawa's Last Wish,



master the new magic's intricacies and add the spell to his repertoire.



If he needs to cast spells, he may cast 2 spells within an hour after ringing the Chime as if his School Rank



but it has been dormant since his death at Sezaru's



is 2 higher. This effect dissipates immediately, however, if he is involved in a stressful situation of any kind, as



hands. Keitaku currently resides in Shiro Shiba, in a



it disrupts the calm that the Chime is enhancing. This



small shrine to Mirabu's memory, Treat Keitaku as a katana with a DR of 3k3. \>\fielding



makes its use during battle nearly impossible. Finally, if he needs to use an innate Ability, ringing



it grants a bonus of 3 Ranks to the Iaijutsu and Kenjutsu Skills. Also, the wielder may speak a command



a Chime of Harmony allows him to do so once 'with-



word (as a Simple Action) to cause the blade to become



out having it count against his spell slots cast for the day. He must use this ability within 1 hour of ringing



engulfed 1n flame, acting as if it was affected by a Ka-



the Chime, but it may be used regardless of external



tana of Fire spell (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edition core rule book, p. 239) cast with



distractions.



3 Raises. The blade may also store a spell cast into it



abilities he wishes to use before he rings the Chime,



and release it later upon command, as a Simple Action. Keitaku can hold a maximum number of spells equal



The user does not need to specify which one of these but each ringing of the Chime allO\vs him to use only



1 ability.



to its current owner's Void Ring. Finally, any time the wielder spends a Void Point to improve a roll, he gains



a +2k2 bonus instead of a +lkl bonus.



egg ofthe Void The Egg of the Void is a uniquely powerful vessel. Originally a gift from the Elemental Dragons to the Kami, it



acts as a conduit between Ningen~do and Tengoku, and



t-Ienshin's Amulet



allows those who are near it to sense the greatness of



The Phoenix rarely share their unique knowledge of



the Elemental Dragons. Touching the Egg allows one the extraordinary privilege of communing with them.



It sits in the Elemental Council's chambers, placed between the Master of Void and Master of Fire's seats (due to their connections to the Elements that it radi-



ates so strongly). In the weeks before the occupation of Toshi Ranbo that ended the Winter of Red Snow, the Phoenix used the Egg of the Void to communicate with the Fire Dragon and ask for its aid to help save the Empire from total



how to fashion nemuranai with other Clans, but they



have done so with the Henshin's Amulets. However, the amulets' magics are only fully harnessed by the Henshin mystics among the Asako who have truly mastered



the riddles of the kami. The amulets are made of pure silver, and are a physical puzzle in and of themselves - they do not function magically for someone wearing



one until they are solved. It is said the Asako allow others to build the amulets simply to test the Clans and their willingness to work towards Enlightenment.



war. Though it took many tries and almost killed several



Many Asako, even those who are not Henshin, wear



of the Fire tensai participating, the egg's use eventually



the amulets as both a show of Family pride as well as for



convinced the Fire Dragon of the greater good its inter-



their magical effects. Asako Toshi, the current Daimyo of the Family, has ordered more amulets produced each year and has them delivered to the Daimyo of other



vention would provide.



The Egg of the Void suffuses the air around it with a sense of the majesty of Tengoku. Fire spells cast within 20' of the Egg will act as if they are cast by a shugenja of I Rank higher. Also, holding the Egg allows the user to commune v/ith an Elemental Dragon of her choosing, gaining its attention. The user typically is allov,Ied to ask the Dragon 1 question, much like the questions mortals



may ask of the Elemental Oracles. The Dragon will answer truthfully, though cryptically, and that person may



and her roll.



m



Asako Family. vVhen someone first receives a Henshin's Amulet,



fect. vVhenever any of the amulet's functions are used during a given day, the next morning the puzzle will



have changed, requiring another Raw Intelligence Roll against a TN of 15 to solve and re-activate the item. An amulet functions only as a minor nemuranai for



non·Phoenix, giving a bonus equal to the owner's In·



the Elemental Dragons, the Egg of the Void's value to



sight Rank to I chosen SpeIIcasting Roll per day. If the



the Phoenix cannot be underestimated. However, this



owner is a Phoenix, but one not of the Asako Henshin



"child of the Dragons" has a one-shot effect that may



School, the magic of the amulet becomes more power-



one day save the Phoenix or even the Empire: when



ful, allowing him to recover I Void Point once per day.



Egg will warp time and space around it, rernrning the



-l
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they will bring the Phoenix and even some of the other



Because of the extraordinary access it provides to



intentionally thrown to the ground and destroyed, the



o -n



Clans closer to understanding the generally reclusive



amulet. Once solved, the magic of the item takes ef-



difference between the



V>



the Path of Man the Asako so carefully guard, he hopes



ing such a question also puts an enormous strain on the



falls unconscious for a number of hours equal to the



t""



While the small nemuranai won't reveal the secrets to



they must make a Raw Intelligence Roll against a TN of 20 to solve the physical puzzle that makes up the



to drop the questioner to Crippled. She must also make a Raw Stamina Roll against a TN of 35; if she fails, she



m



Families whose lands are near the Phoenix Lands.



never ask another question of any of the Dragons. Askmind and body, immediately inflicting enough \Nounds



~
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As one might expect, the amulet manifests its true power only when worn by an Asako Henshin: A Henshin



pure Fire and Void that make up the Egg to the Celes-



may activate the amulet once per day to ensure that his



tial Heavens. This will allow the one who destroyed the



next 2 Skill Rolls used to cast a Riddle or his next Skill



Egg to reverse events and move backwards in time up



Roll used to cast a Mystery automatically succeed.



to 3 rounds, but still retain memory of what happened in the flow of time undone in the process. Any rolls the



Isawa's t-Ielm



destroyer of the Egg makes in those rounds as a result



vVhen Isawa Asahina left the Phoenix Clan to start a



of his own actions receive a +2k2 bonus.



new Family vlith his Crane bride, he offered several
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gifts not only to his new Clan, but to his old Family as well. Asahina and his apprentices worked for a year to forge lsawa's Helm, alTIong the most powerful relics cre~ ated by the Oedgling Asahina Family. Asahina and his bride presented the finely forged and decorated kabuto to the Council of Elemental Masters. This nemuranai impressed the Council and strengthened the bond bet\veen the t\\'o peace-loving Families. Since then, the Helm has alv..'ays been in the care of the Master of Air, and it is usually given out to the Shiba bushi who speaks on the Council's behalf, allowing that samurai to carry the power of the Council of Five with him. Isawa's Helm is a large red-and gold kabuto which prominently displays the Phoenix mono The mempo of the Helm is some\~'hat plain and not terribly fearsome, as befits the peaceful nature of both the Asahina who crafted it and the lsawa to ,".'hom it \vas given. The helm has a long history among the Shiba and is considered one of the greatest honors that can be bestowed upon a yojimbo. Heroes such as Shiba Tetsu and, more recently, Shiba Yoma have carried. Currently, it has been given to Masakazu, yojimbo to the Master of Fire, Isawa Ochiai. Some Shiba find the gift to such a man offensive, but would not dare gainsay any of the Elemental Council. Despite his crude background, Masakazu treats the helm with the respect it is due, and only wears it \vhen given direct commands by Ochiai or one of the other Masters. Isawa's Helm may only be worn by one who has received it to perform a task set by one or more of the Elemental Masters. Much like the enchantment that created Ofushikai, those who try to steal the Helm will find it simply wrests itself from their grasp or is intangible to them. Wearing the helm grants a + 10 bonus to TN to Be Hit. The ancient kabuto also grants absolute immunity to all mind-affecting spells, whether in the forms of illusions or actual mind-control. The exception to this protection is the powers of the Elemental Masters, v,rhich can affect the one wearing the Helm, regardless of range.



Isawa Naginata
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One of the few weapons ever created to be v·,Iielded by an Ismva rather than a Shiba, the Isawa Naginata is a sort of last resort for the Phoenix. Housed in the Chambers of the Elemental Council, it was originally created over 300 years ago as a gift to the Council by the Centipede



Clan (now the Moshi Family of the Mantis Clan). Ironically, nmv that the Centipede are a part of the Mantis Clan, the Naginata offers the Phoenix insight into the shugenja of their enemies and is studied by some of the more powerful students of the Isawa shugenja schools when the Council is not in session. The naginata appears to be an unremarkable weapon, but when any member of the Elemental Council is threatened, its blade begins to glow as brightly as the sun. This acts as a sort of alarm for the Council, as \vell as a rallying point for any Phoenix troops in the vicinity. During times of crisis, the naginata will be removed from the Council's chambers and typically used by the most powerful of their yojimbo as they follow the Elemental Masters into battle. Though it has never been necessary for an Elemental Master to hold the weapon himself, it is \vhispered by those \vho have studied the naginata's magic that the Centipede's enchantments 'will make such an event a sight to behold. Treat the Isawa Naginata as an Excellent Quality naginata with a DR of 2k4. 1t grants the wielder a bonus of 3 Ranks in the Naginata Skill. Also, if the wielder is guarding an Elemental Master (whether or not he is formally recognized as one of their yojimbo), he gains 3 Free Raises each round that may only be used for the Guard, Feint or KnockdO'vvn Maneuvers. If the wielder is a shugenja, he may cast Fire or Air spe]]s as if his School Rank is 1 higher. In the unlikely event that an Elemental Master must bear the Isawa Naginata into combat personally, the \veapon's most powerful enchantment may be activated: Any spells cast by the Master do not count against his spell slots expended for the day, and those spells specifically cast from the Master's Element have their range and damage (if any) doubled. This surge of pO\lo,rer lasts for 10 rounds, after which time this effect cannot be used again for 1 full year.



Lotus Blade of the Phoenix (Kyol'yoku) Kyoryoku is one of the more powerful of the Lotus Blades given to the Clans by the Keeper of the Five Elements, and is currently bone by a bushi \-vith a very important job indeed: Shiba Naoya, one of the senior yojimbo to the Elemental Council, and brother to Shiba Mirabu. The blade is a curious mix of magic and steel, aiding both the bearer and those who surround him.



Kyoryoku appears to be made of different materials depending on the strongest schools of magic among those ,"vho surround it. The vlreapon changes to a bronze color in the presence of Fire; blue or white when near Air or Water; a light green in the presence of Earth, and it blackens when near those who have mastered Void. Naoya allows some of his subordinates to bear the weapon when they anticipate trouble, and he himself has had relatively few occasions to draw it in anger. Even so, more than a fevl Mantis patrols were surprised by the formidable power of the blade during the War of Fire and Thunder. Naoya was recently appointed as the Captain of the Guard during the Phoenix occupation of Toshi Ranbo, and has begun carrying the blade himself morc often. He has also instructed the few Seppun shugenja left after the Khan's assault in the use of the sV·lord. The few times Naoya has been seen in battle \·vith Kyoryoku, he appears to fade av-lay, as if becoming invisible, but none are ever sure if it's the magic of the Phoenix aiding him or the powers of his blade. This blade functions as a mundane katana of Excellent Quality in the hands of anyone ",,,ho has not sworn an oath of fealty to the Phoenix Clan. When held by a Phoenix, however, Kyoryoku has a DR of Sk3 and al10\lo"s the wielder to activate the Void kami bound to the blade once per day as a Simple Action. Once Kyoryoku is active, it grants a 2 Rank bonus in both the Battle and Kenjutsu Skills, and begins to glow a bright red. The crimson light from the blade has its own effect, allowing all shugenja within 20' of the \·veapon to cast their next spell as an Innate Ability (as long as they know the spell in the first place). The casting effect may only be used once every 5 rounds by a given shugenja, but may be used by any number of shugenja each round. Each time the casting effect is used, the wielder of the sword may make a Void/Meditation Roll against a TN of 30 to regain a Void Point, up to his normal daily alim-vance + 2.



Serenity Lanterns Serenity Lanterns are found in almost every Phoenix palace and at every public function. The soft light that is shed by one of these minor nemuranai calms those around it, soothing anyone exposed to its radiance. Heated arguments are much less likely to occur, tense situations are diffused and violent outbursts all but never occur in an area protected by a Serenity Lantern.



This effect only extends to passionate anger, however, and \vill not stop any sort of planned or premeditated attack. Shortly after the end of the Winter of Red Snow, many of these lanterns 'were brought to Toshi Ranbo by the Phoenix, and they have been quietly installed in some of the more important sections of the Imperial Ciry. The Crane and Scorpion have inquired about their construction, but they have received no response from the Phoenix, who are unsure whether to trust the 1\·vo Clans most likely to gain political advantage from having these nemuranai under their control. Treat Serenity Lanterns as items of Fine Quality. Anyone vvho attempts to start or provoke any sort of attack while \II/ithin 100' of a Serenity Lantern may not spend Void Points for any roll in the skirmish, nor may they use any Free Raises in a skirmish. Also, Emphases or Mastery Abilities for Bugei Skills are negated within this area of effect. Furthermore, these effects linger for five minutes after anyone leaves the area of effect.
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Treasures of the Scorpion Clan Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion (Itsuwari) Not surprisingly, the oldes! and most revered of all the artifacts of the Scorpion Clan is the powerful sword held by Bayushi himself. Although no one in Rokugan remembers \II/ho actually forged the sword, most sages believe it "vas a gift Shosuro offered to her Daimyo. This wonderful katana, called Itsmvari, is commonly known as the Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion. Unlike the Ancestral Swords of other Clans, Itsuwari was rarely held by the Champion of the Scorpion. Instead, it was traditionally entrusted to a hero of the Clan, \vho bore the blade in secret. This tradition prevented anyone from knowing the exact location of the most precious relic of the Scorpion. Many outside the Clan of Secrets speculate on what pushed the Scorpion samurai to act thus, and alt fail to understand their reasons. The exception to this rule was Bayushi Shoju, who carried the Ancestral Sword with him up until the
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AwarenessiKenjutsu Roll against a TN of 30. Anyone who succeeds may attack the sword's v\lielder at his normal TN to Be Hit. Once the illusory power of this Ancestral Sword has been overcome by an opponent, it does not affect this particular foe for the remainder of the skirmish. Vl



...l IJ./



Bayushi's Mask



Vl Vl IoU



Bayushi, the founder of the Scorpion Clan, was a deep-



>



ly misunderstood figure during his lifetime, and he remains one of the most enigmatic personages in Rokugan's long history. The vast majority of people in the notorious Clan Coup, when he set it aside in favor of the Bloodsword Ambition. The true Ancestral Sword
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Empire still regard the Kami as a man without honor and without truth, and even the wisest often fail to understand his 'Nays. Bayushi, however, was more than



was placed into the hands of Bayushi Yojiro, the "Hon-



the deceiver many believe him to have been. Scorpion



est Scorpion," who \vould eventually rise to become Clan Champion himself. Like all of the Ancestral Swords of the Clans, Itsuwari \vas taken to the Celestial Heavens in 1132, when Amaterasu ordered the s\vords to be scattered there as retribution for the death of Onnotangu. It remains there to this day. The Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion Clan is an entirely ordinary looking katana, and its appearance belies the unfathomable magic it holds. In fact, the saya that holds the Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion Clan is more elaborate than the sword itself. Made from red wood so dark it seems almost black, the top half of this very special sheath is adorned 'with strands of the finest red and bronze-colored silk, tightly woven around it. Simple plates of a dark golden color make up the bottom end of the saya. Like all Ancestral Swords, the true power of Itsuvvari is given only to those who are part of the Clan to 'which it belongs. Thus, in the hands of anyone who is not a Scorpion, Itsu\vari functions as a mundane katana of Excellent Quality. When held by a Scorpion, however, it is treated as a katana \""ith a DR of 4k3, and functions as jade for the purpose of harming Invulnerable foes. Wielding the Ancestral Sword makes its owner appear as if he is standing beside the spot where he actually stands. This obviously makes him extremely difficult to hit in combat. Itsuwari grants a bonus to the TN to Be Hit equal to the wielder's Reflexes x5, over and above the normal TN to be Hit. However, every round after the first round of the skirmish, foes may make an



samurai understand that where the other Kami saw humanity's tremendous potential and boundless possibilities, Bayushi saw the darker nature of the world. In order to protect the Empire, Bayushi was willing to sacrifice his honor as well as the honor of his entire Family. Of course, it was Bayushi who began the Scorpion habit of wearing a mask in public. At the Tournament of the Kami, held to select the first Emperor, Bayushi defeated Shinjo, after which he was scheduled to face Shiba. The Scorpion claim that before the two brothers met in battle, however, Shinsei took Bayushi aside and told him the Tale of the Scorpion and the Frog... but changing the traditional ending, perhaps in an effort to teach him by making the tale unfamiliar. Like so many of the stories told by and about Shinsei, it is too subtle and complex to relate in full here, and is best relegated to a discussion that focuses on the mindset of the Scorpion Clan (see Way of the Scorpion, pp. 18-19). Suffice to say Bayushi realized, among other things, the value of hiding one's true strength from one's opponents, and he draped a length of silk across the lower half of his face to hide his smile from Shiba. In doing so, Bayushi became the first of his Clan to wear a mask. This simple red cloth that Bayushi first wore during the Tournament of the Kami was found by his son along with the C1yptic words, "J have lost her" when the Kami disappeared. Since then, the mask has been passed down from one Clan Champion to the next, Among the Scorpion, it is believed Bayushi's Mask, as the artifact came to be knmvn, holds part of the essence



of the founder of the Scorpion Clan. Because of this, it is second only to the Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion



the width of an average human woman's hand. On top



Clan in importance, and considered one of the Clan's



of this is the body of the device, which is much larger and shaped like many Rokugani teapots. There is a lid



most revered relics.



on top of the lantern through vvhich oil can be poured.



Bayushi's Mask is an ordinary looking piece of scarlet



On the opposite side from the handle is a short cone,



silk about four feet long. If a member of the Scorpion Clan wears the mask, any use of the Deceit (Lying) Skill by him is automatically successful as long as he has at least 1 Rank in Deceit and the Emphasis Lying. In addition, any use of a Skill, spell: or magical item that would detect lies automatically fails. Anything he says has at least a slight ring of truth to it, and sounds pleasantly agreeable and plausible, so all listeners want to



which sharply twists upward to form a small bo",'!l



believe him. Note that this cannot convince someone



the lamp in question.



through which a name can be lit. All Bronze Lanterns are shaped thus, and the bronze surfaces of the devices are ahvays painted with narrow lines and small dots and squares, in a striking manner that appears to be characteristic of Senper design. The color used for these decorative patterns may vary, according to the whim of the creator and the exact magical ability bestowed upon



of something obviously false (e.g. "The sea is yellow"), although anything short of that can be accomplished ("The sea appears to be blue, but is really yellow"). If Bayushi's Mask is ever worn by a non-Scorpion. how-



of the device, and 1 round later, this mist concentrates to



ever, treat it as a mundane item of Fine Quality.



form a creature of nesh and blood. The type of creature



Only shugenja can unlock the gaijin magic within a Bronze Lantern. To activate it, one simply rubs the item and speaks a command word. A mist begins to pour out



thus summoned varies greatly from one Bronze Lantern



Bl'Onze Lantern



to another, and the Bayushi believe almost any kind of



The origin of these mysterious lanterns is unknown



animal, beast, or monster can be called forth Vo,lith the



by all save a very exclusive group of Bayushi samurai. Tales concerning these simple but highly useful magicallamps abound, and many believe the Scorpion Clan



proper type of Bronze Lantern. Once summoned in this manner, the creature will follow the commands of the shugenja who activated the device. obeying his every



first discovered them during their exile in the Burning



whim even if doing so puts the creature's life in peril.



Sands in the early Twelfth Century. The specific origin



A creature summoned by a Bron~e Lantern remains for



of the Bronze Lanterns, as these items are now called,



a number of minutes equal to all of the summoner's shugenja School Ranks, after which time it vanishes



remains a tightly held secret by the lords of the Bayushi, but among the Scorpion who arc not directly privy to the knowledge, it is said these strange devices come from the gaijin Senpet Empire. It is generally believed -



correctly, but on no more than circumstantial evi-



dence -that the Bayushi have several allies in the Senpet Empire, and acquired the Bronze Lanterns through them.



into thin air. A Bronze Lantern may only be used once. After its power has been spent, the magic of the lantern vanishes and it becomes an ordinary oil lamp of Aver-



age Quality.



Celestial Sword ofthe Scorpion Clan (Chul'etsu)



Since no one in the Emerald Empire has discovered



After Amaterasu scattered the Ancestral Swords of the



the secret of their making, these gaijin devices are rare



Clans, Lord Sun commissioned the creation of the Ce-



and their magic is considered extremely strange and



lestial Swords, \·vhich were forged by Xing Guo, the Tsi



wholly exotic. The shugenja of Rokugan do not have the



Family artisan who was eventually named the Fortune



skills needed to awaken the spirits within these objects



of Steel. One Celestial Sword was given to the Cham-



in the right way, so the Senpet have thus far remained



pion of each of the Great Clans to replace the ancestral



the only reliable source of Bronze Lanterns.



coloration. The device is crafted from a single piece of



weapons they had lost. Churetsu, the Celestial Sword of the Scorpion Clan, was first used by Bayushi Yojiro. Churetsu looked no different than any mundane Rokugani katana, but Yojiro did not let this fool him as to



bronze. The base of the lantern is circular and about



its value. Indeed, its simple appearance has proven to



As the name implies, a Bronze Lantern is made from a mixture of copper and tin of a metallic, brownish








person who received it. Any time the giver is within line



Crane shugenja, married Soshi Toraburu, himself a



Each Void Point spent in this manner allows the giver



prominent shugenja of the Soshi Family. The marriage,



to read the recipient's thoughts for a number of minutes



like most, was strictly a political arrangement. Meiwaku



spent many years alone, for her husband was rarely



equal to his Void Ring. This ability may only be used a number of times per day equal to the Void Ring of the



home and most Scorpion were reluctant to trust her.



giver.



Ostracized in her husband's house, Meiwaku decided



to show the Scorpion the meaning of true loyalty. She



Obsidian Hand (Shosul'O's Hand)



fashioned a fan which she imbued with powerful magic.



visited her Crane cousins on the coast. Torabllru prom-



The Obsidian Hand (or Shosuro's Hand, as it is sometimes known) is quite literally a thing of Heaven and not of Earth. It was the right hand of Onnotangu, cut off by Hamei as Lord Moon grabbed at the last of the siblings who fell from the Heavens - the child who would



When her husband returned from a particularly long trip, Meiwaku presented it to him. She asked him to offer the device as a gift to her father the next time he ised to honor his wife's request and kept his \\lord. Nter



become Fu Leng. The Ninth Kami fell \-vith his father's



he had given the fan to his wife's father, hmvever, some-



severed hand, and it \-vent \vith him into Jigoku when he



thing strange occurred: Toraburu began to hear the old



struck the earth and created the Festering Pir.



man's thoughts as he spoke to him. Toraburu noticed that the old man was carrying his daughter's fan, and a



When Shosuro, the only survivor of the Seven Thunders, returned to Rokugan, she brought with her the



thin smile grew on his face.



Twelve Black Scrolls, but the hand in which she carried



Soshi Toraburu was so impressed with the fan that as



them was not her own. Shosuro's hand had been re-



soon as he returned home he begged Meiwaku to pro-



placed by a weird glass of the deepest black that shim-



duce more. Meiwaku agreed to his request on one con-



mered with all the colors of the rainbow when even



dition: that her husband showed the rest of the Scorpion she was trllly part of the Clan, and not mereiy a



the faintest light was cast upon it. Everyone who sa\A"f



useless Crane wife. She asked him to perform a second



magic of the strange scrolls she brought back with her.



gempukku that would officially make her a part of his Family and a full-nedged member of the Scorpion Clan.



But the hand \·vas not Shosuro's own. It VI'as the hand of



TorabllfU performed the ceremony himself, in front of



Along with the Obsidian Mirror, which Shosuro also



the Soshi Daimyo and 90 other members of the Family.



brought with her from the Shadowlands, the Hand re-



her hand assumed her nesh had been corrupted by the



Lord Moon, \vhich had turned to obsidian.



On every anniversary of that ceremony, Meiwaku gave



mained in the possession of the Scorpion Clan for gen-



her husband a new fan.



erations. Contrary to what many originally believed,



As far as anyone can tell, Meiwaku created seventeen



Shosuro's Hand has no trace of the Shadowlands Taint



of these magical fans. Each of these items is unique in



and does not automatically corrupt anyone who uses or



appearance, but they all share the same magical power.



carries it. It does, however, come with a terrible price.



Unfortunately for the Scorpion, over the years many of



This artifact resembles the right hand of a human, but it is made of sharp-edged obsidian. In order to use the Obsidian Hand, one must go through a painful rit-



these wondrous devices fell into the hands of members



of rival Clans. Although many Soshi shugenja have tried to copy the formula Meiwaku used, they have thus



ual which grafls the artifact onto the stump of the right arm. The secret of this grim ritual is kept hidden in the



Darkness. The mirror allowed Bayushi Kachiko to spy upon the Emperor during the years leading up to the



libraries of the Shosuro Family. Those who have \\lorn



Clan 'vVar, and it may have played a role in his eventual



the mystical hand heard voices in their mind and were



defeat by the reincarnated Seven Thunders. During the



plagued by nightmares, which eventually drove them to



'vVar against the Darkness, however, the Scorpion came



desperate acts. At least three of those 'Nho wore Sho·



to realize the nature and origin of the mirror, and they



suro's Hand were driven utterly mad and killed them-



attempted to destroy it. Their attempt failed, however,



selves. Another bearer of the Obsidian Hand used the Ancestral Sword of the Scorpion to slice off the artifact



and the mirror still exists, although its current location is unknown.
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Anyone who possesses the Obsidian Mirror can view



VI VI



who used it to defeat her nemesis Hida Yakamo. Unlike



another location through it by spilling a drop of fresh blood (the equivalent of 1 Wound) upon it and expend-



VI



her predecessors, Hitomi managed, barely. to withstand



ing I Void Point. The Mirror can only show a location



the madness of the Hand. Ultimately she slew Lord Moon and ascended into the Heavens as Lady Moon, taking the Obsidian Hand with her. Whether she ever



that the viewer has personally visited. Each use of the Mirror allows a viewing of up to 1 minute, although the



allows it to return to the mortal world remains to be



concentrate on it. Using the i\1irror causes the viewer to



seen.



immediately lose 1 Honor Point. Nezumi who use the



from his own arm.



The final bearer of the Obsidian Hand was Hitomi,



Although the Obsidian Hand is a dangerous item, it
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image will disappear as soon as the viewer ceases to



Mirror lose 0.1 Name.



nevertheless bestows great prowess in combat on those v.'ith the will to Lise it. vVhenever the wielder of the Hand



Pincel's & Tail



faces an opponent in battle or in a duel, she may keep



Pincers & Tail is a unique weapon similar to a bisento,



an additional number of dice equal to her opponent's (or target's) Honor Rank on all attack and damage rolls



except that it bears a heavy blade on both of its tips,



(to a maximum of the number of rolled dice). Addition-



-



ally, she may make 1 extra attack each round, so long as this attack is made using the Obsidian Hand. The



of hardwood bearing countless runes of unfathomable



Obsidian Hand may be wielded using the jiujitsu Skill,



to use in combat, but anyone who picks it up instantly



one in the shape of a claw and the other a barbed rail



hence its name. The eight-foot long shaft is made



meaning. At first glance, it looks like a difficult weapon



and it has a DR of 3k3. Wielding it also grants all the



realizes that it is surprisingly light and perfectly bal-



Mastery Abilities associated with the jiujutsu Skill, as



anced. The weapon was given to Shosuro Yudoka by



though possessing 10 Ranks in that SkilL When this mighty artifact is attached to the arm of



to any other weapon (including Shinjitsu). As Yudoka



a new bearer, he must make a Raw vVilipower Roll



forged a name for himself. his unusual weapon became



the Ashalan sorcerer Hojyn, and he preferred using it



against a TN of 25. If he fails, he goes completely mad



as recognizable as the Scorpion Clan's own standard.



within a period of one to three months. If he succeeds,



Many of Yudoka's lieutenants began using imitations of



he may wield the artifact as described above, with no



it, although those copies lack the unique power of the



further risk to his sanity.



original. Following his death in 1168, Bayushi Paneki gave the original weapon to Yudoka's sister, Toku Inao.



Obsidian Mil'l'Ol' (Shosul'O's Mil'l'ol')



a DR of lk3. The weapon grants a Free Raise on all



For centuries, the Obsidian Mirror was possessed by



Disarm attempts, and allows the user to gain an extra



the Scorpion Clan, and for much of that time it was



attack with only three Raises instead of the normal four.



known simply as Shosuro's Mirror, named for its cre-



The weapon can also be thrmvn at an opponent, with a



ator. Unbeknm·vnsr to the Scorpion, hmvever, Shosuro



range of 60'. \i\fhen used as a missile weapon, it grants a



crafted the object from the blood of Onnotangu after she had been corrupted by her union with the Lying



DR bonus in rolled and kept dice equal to the wielder's



Treat Pincers & Tail as a double-bladed bisento with



Earth Ring.
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of a curved angle than most other jitte. but it is made



Shosuro's Cloak (The Rainbow Cloak)



of the same wood and likewise ends in a blunted tip.



Part of the mystery of the enigmatic Shosuro comes from the infamous cloak she wore at all times. The origin of Shosuro's Cloak, which was also called the Rainbow Cloak, was never revealed and only Shosuro



herself knew the truth. After she disappeared from the Empire, this fabulous garment was used by the Clan for a thousand years. It was stolen by Shosuro herself during the war against the Lying Darkness. vVhen she was reunited \;vith Bayushi and left the mortal world,



many believed she had taken her cloak with her, but the unique garment was found days later at the edge of the



The handle, which is approximately half as long as the weapon, is made from several layers of densely woven



leather strands. In the hands of anyone who is not a shugenja, a Yogo Jitte functions like any mundane jitte of Fine Quality. In the hands of a shugenja, however, the \-veapon pro-



vides aid in both the casting of spells and the grim business of melee combat. A Yogo Jitte enables the wielder to cast Commune and Sense Void up to 3 times per day each, without counting against the \vielder's spell



slots for the day. Additionally, he may store a spell of his choice within the Yogo Jitte by casting iL upon the



water where she was last seen.



The surface of Shosuro's cloak is of a dark hue, but the color seems to shift as light and shadow dance upon



it, much like a length of fine Rokugani silk. It has been described as a slice of darkest, starless moonlight. The cloak's swirling patterns and movements are unnatural



weapon. Once stored, the spell may be cast (once) by activating the weapon as a Use Special Ability Action.



A Yogo Jitte is also a practical combat weapon, granting a bonus in unkept dice to all attack and damage rolls equal to the wielder's Void Ring.



and can mesmerize even the most powerful ani.



The magic of Shosllro's Cloak grants the ability to appear to any and all onlookers according to their expectations, allowing the ",,,carer to keep her identity secret. For instance,



if the cloak's wearer were to walk into a



Treasures of the Unicorn Clan



chamber where a young man is expecting his wife to



join him, that person would see his beloved spouse. If the wearer committed murder in the streets of a large city, every witness would describe someone else -



a



Ancestral Armor of the Unicorn (yuki)



Cloak, however, does not bestow any control as to



Yuki, the mystical armor originally worn by the founder of the Unicorn Clan, is said to carry the echoes of the spirit of Shinjo. Regardless of the truth of this legend, it



whom onlookers see when one wears it. The cloak does



is a fact that the armor not only enhances the abilities



not change the wearer's voice.



of its wearer, but also boosts those who follow her into



bandit, or a notorious assassin, or some other despised



figure of public knowledge or imagination. Shosuro's



battle. Lady Shinjo, whose devotion to Bushido was



)::'090 Jitte The badge of office for the head of the Kuroiban (see p. 34) is the Yogo Jitte, a powerful weapon created especially for the leader of this secretive group devoted to



greatly respected even among her Kami Siblings, ,"vore



Yuki until she handed the reins of the Unicorn to her children. From that day forward, the Ancestral Armor has been \vorn in turn by every Unicorn Champion who



protecting both Emperor and Empire from the practice



followed her. The only exception was Shinjo Yokatsu,



of blood magic. Over the years, however, many replicas of this very special item have been fashioned for



who deemed he was not worthy to wear this pov/erful garment and not honorable enough to bear Hayai, the



other agents of the organization. These magical weap-



Ancestral Sword of the Unicorn.



ons are also called Yogo jitte, and they have much the same properties as the original. The Jitter is made out of



complete with \:vide and fiat arm guards on either sides



wood. The central prong is approximately fifteen inches



and a full length hauberk, split down the center for



long and has a blunt tip. The secondary prong has more



ease in riding, that runs dmvn to the wearer's knees.



Yuki is an old-fashioned suit of Rokugani armor,



In addition to the powers bestowed to those vlho don it, Yumi also grants advantages to any ally riding a steed within a radius equal to 10' for each Rank the wearer possesses in anyone Unicorn Basic School. Affected individuals (including the wearer) gain a + 1kO bonus to their Initiative Rolls and Damage rolls.



Ancestl'al Swol'd of the Unicol'n (f-Iayai) Hayai, the katana wielded by Shinjo herself, is the Ancestral Sword of the Unicorn Clan. The blade drew its first blood at the dawn of the Empire, during the war against Fu Leng. Many Unicorn heroes since then have



It is lacquered with a purple shade so deep it appears almost black. The many pieces of boiled leather, sinew, bone, and metal that make up this intricate garment are



carried the weapon, and it is considered sacred by all



the samurai of the Clan. cestral Sword of the Unicorn has traveled the length of



its most impressive feature is undoubtedly the terrible



was once a resplendent pearl, is heavily blackened. A



mask that covers the face of its wearer. This mask is



small white tassel is set at the butt end of the hilt. It is



the Empire as well as far beyond its borders. Its journeys ended in 1132, when as retribution for the death of Onnotangu, Amaterasu ordered the



Anc~stral Swords of



all the Clans of Rokugan be scattered among the Celestial Heavens. Shinjo, acting on her mother's command, placed Hayai in Tengoku, VI/here it still lies.



shaped in the form a snarling unicorn face, as though



said that each time a new Unicorn hero was given the



the creature was constantly engaged in battlc.



weapon he replaced this silken ornament. The color of the tassel, which ineVitably became sullied by the dust, sweat, and blood of battle, was an easy way for those



by anyone who is not part of the Unicorn Clan,



who met the wielder to approximate how long he had



Yuki functions as an Excellent Quality mundane suit



held it. The blade of Hayai is a marvel of craftsmanship



by a Unicorn, however, all



and it is so light that the \veapon feels almost v.leight-



worn



of heavy armor. \ Vhen \\lorn



of the magical properties of this unique suit of armor



less. The saya that holds the Ancestral Sword of the



arc revealed. Yuki grants a +5 bonus to the TN to Be



Unicorn is a very simple sheath made of polished \vood



Hit (in addition to the normal bonus for heavy armor).



bound with leather at the top, center. and bottom.



It also allows the wearer to ignore 1 kept die of dam-



Hayai grants a number of benefits to those who wield



age (her choice) from any mundane or magical attack



it, but only if they are of the Unicorn Clan. In the hands of anyone outside the Clan, the Ancestral Blade of the



made against her. Furthermore, because the armor is



imbued with both the audacity and tenacity of the Lady Shinjo, the wearer can ignore the penalty from a num-



ber of Wound Levels equal to her School Rank in any Unicorn Basic School.



-I ::t m



This ancient blade looks like a typical Rokugani katana, albeit slightly shorter than most. The hilt of the weapon has been held by countless hands throughout the centuries, and the carved ivoty of the handle, which



The Ancestral Armor of the Unicorn bestows tremen-



r-



'" oon



As one would expect given the Clan's history, the An-



bound together with strong cords of bleached leather dyed lavender. Several of these pieces are also delicately painted with gold touches meant to evoke the vast open plains of the Unicorn provinces. Yuki is complemented by a massive kabuto covered with soft white fur, which is believed to be a clipping of the first unicorn Otaku befriended. Since the fur is always clean and cannot be sullied by any means - and also because it always seems to flutter in the breeze like the finest spider silk - few doubt this is indeed the case. A great horn of pure goid is set atop the helm, but



dous advantages to those who belong to the Clan. If



< m '" '"m



Unicorn functions like a mundane katana of Excellent Quality. In the hands of a Unicorn samurai, Hayai is a



DR 4k3 katana whIch can harm Invulnerable foes. The extraordinary lightness of this unique artifact also allows its ",,,ielder to strike opponents with uncanny speed
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Al't'Ows of the Foul' Winds



:I:



and accuracy. The wielder gains a bonus to Initiative Rolls in kept dice equal to his Rank in any Unicorn Basic School. He also can reroll any attack dice which arc less than the combined total of his Kenjutsu rank and



u..



Unicorn Basic School Rank. Finally, Hayai can ignore



tion in combat. It thus comes as no surprise that their



all armor bonuses to an enemy's TN to be Hit.



fletchers have created awakened arrows of tremendous



w f-



o



Ancestral Wakizashi of the Unicorn (Daitan)



throughout the Empire and far beyond the borders of Rokugan for their strength, precision, and determina-



craftsmanship and power. One particular set of missiles,



the Arrows of the Four Winds, is an especial1y priceless heirloom of the Unicorn Clan. Through the centuries,



The Ancestral Wakizashi of the Unicorn Clan is the



several Unicorn Clan Champions have been known to



short sword that once belonged to Iuchi, and which he



give these powerful arrows as a reward for meritorious



presented to Shinjo after Haolei collected the wakizashi of his siblings to forge the Ancestral Blade of Haolei



and loyal service, or to help those whom they send on



from them. This intriguing artifact rests on an 800-year-



Made of a strange and unidentifiable purple wood, the Arrows of the Four Winds are light but extremely strong. Their shafts are expertly lJetched with long feathers of white, gold, and gray. There are four differ-



old mahogany stand in Shiro Shinjo. It is said the Unicorn Champion \I,,Iill only hand the weapon to those



truly worthy of it, and only in times of direst need. Daitan, as Shinjo (and Iuchi before her) called the blade, is an unusual weapon. The handle is fashioned from a strange, nondescript, finely woven mesh of spider



silk of a silvery gray shade. The spider silk is so fine that the weapon is said to be slippery. Because of that, many past Unicorn heroes have preferred not to \vield Daitan in



battle, for fear of losing their grip upon it and thus dishonoring the uniquely powerful wakizashi. The blade itself is



strange and seems to be made from a milky substance that constantly moves of its own volition within the confines of the solid blade. When swung in combat, the Ancestral Wakizashi of the Unicorn appears like a blur of gray mist, which makes it almost impossible for any mortal eyes to



exceptionally dangerous or important missions.



ent Arrows of the Four 'VVinds. each one named after a particular wind and emblazoned with a likeness of the



dragon believed to send that wind into the world. Although each of these four enchanted arrows has a distinctive power, they all have one thing in common:



if properly petitioned by the archer before being fired (which requires a successful Awarenessffheology Skill Roll against a TN of 15), the arrow magically returns to the hands of the Unicorn Clan Champion within a week. If the arrow does not return, the archer's entire



family is greatly dishonored and they must find the lost arrow or forfeit their lives. The Arrow of the North pierces like the bitter winds



follow the movements of the blade. Many Unicorn samu·



from the polar region, bestowing a bonus to attack rolls



rai believe Daitan is imbued with magic so powerful that



in unkept dice equal to the wielder's Glory Rank.



the weapon can actually be at two places at once.



Like Hayai, the Ancestral Sword of the Clan, Daitan functions as a mundane blade in the hands of anyone



The Arrow of the South is a gentle but precise breeze, granting a bonus to attack rolls in unkept dice



equal to the wielder's Honor Rank.



who is not a Unicorn. In the hands of a Unicorn, how·



An Arrow of the West functions as a divination de·



ever, this weapon is a DR 3k2 wakizashi which harms



vice rather than a weapon. When let loose, it magically



Invulnerable foes and bestows tremendous speed to its



veers toward the place the wielder is thinking about,



wielder, awarding a bonus to his Initiative Rolls in kept



whether it is the lair of a creature he is hunting, the lost



dice equal to his Air Ring. The speed of Daitan is so



tomb of a long-forgotten ancestor, or the quickest route



greal the wielder must have at least 2 ranks in Kenwho have enough Kenjutsu to use Daitan properly can



home out of the Shadowlands. It lJies to the limit of its range (thereby giving a strong hint) or to the actual object of inquiry, whichever is closer, and it will alv.rays



jutsu skill in order to truly master the weapon. Those
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The mounted archers of the Unicorn armies are feared



negate the effect of one opposing Bushi School Tech-



reveal itself so that it may be recovered. The Arrow of



nique per round. However, only a technique of a lesser



the West may be used a number of times equal to the



or equal Rank than the wielder's Unicorn Basic School



'wielder's School Rank in a Unicorn Basic School before



Rank can thus be negated.



it magically vanishes to return to the Clan Champion.



The Arrow of the East \,vas lost long ago when the



the honor of holding it when it was first rung was given



ill-fated Moto armies ventured into the Shadowlands.



to Masero, who was aftenvard allm:ved to keep it in his



This arrow was also called the Arrow of Heart's Desire, but it has been lost for so long no one remembers what



house. Since that time the Gong of Otaku Masero has passed through countless hands, but the awakened



its magical properties "'''ere.



item is always given to an unsung hero of the Clan.



Bonsai Pine of luchi Ramatsu



About three feet in diameter, the Gong of Otaku Masero hangs from a stout silken cord, and as befits the



Bonsai, or the art of growing miniature trees, was origi-



nomadic Unicorn traditions the item has never been



nally developed by the Crane Clan, but the Unicorn



mounted upon a stand. In order to use it, a person



have always admired this refined art form. During their



must hold it high above the ground. The Gong of Otaku Masero is traditionally held with both thumbs, its user



long journey outside of Rokugan, one of their shugenja devoted the majority of his life to produce the most



keeping his arms as far up as he can so that the gong



wondrous bonsai tree ever seen. I uchi Ramatsu spent



falls to the level of his navel. This is to better focus the



40 years groWing a bonsai out of a thimble. Today, the



sound at the center of the bearer's chi. Ever since it lrvas



tree is ancient and venerable, but is still only the size



discovered, the Unicorn Clan has used the gong during



of a delicate woman's smallest finger. The Bonsai Pine



important or sacred ceremonies, remembrances to the



of Iuchi Ramatsu, however, is especially remarkable for



fallen of the Clan, during grand story-telling festivals,



its ability to shrink people to its own scale. Anyone who



and other such occasions. In tim~s of war, the Gong of



contemplates the bonsai and wishes to be with the tree



Otaku Masero is rung for the troops on the morning of



immediately finds himself standing on rough soil next to a giant pine. All around him, everything suddenly seems grotesquely huge. One simply has to bid farewell



battle. When the Gong is rung, all the allies of the bearer



to the tree in order to return to normal size. The Bonsai Pine of Iuchi Ramatsu \lo,las used at the



Battle of Maika Oasis. The Unicorn used the tree to shrink an entire unit of mercenaries in their pay and



hide them within the tiny tree's thimble. When their








cal shugenja magic, it is nevertheless extremely practical and versatile. Many Unicorn scouts have benefited from such magic. One of the most important items cre-



garments for generations, only use them on the most important of occasions.



The Most Honorable Iris Haori and Hakama of the Ide Family, as the outfit came to be called, is of a deep purple shade. Adorned with a variety of delicately em-



ated by the shugenja of the Horiuchi family is the simple meishodo charms. These items, typically referred to



as well as other intricate designs and unique insignia,



as Meishodo Amulets, come in many forms, but they



this garment is comfortable and extremely elegant. Its



broidered irises, unicorns of various shapes and sizes,



are always made from natural materials such as wood,



long, loose folds, however, are not of typical Rokugani



grass, stone, and untreated leather. These magical de-



design. Anyone but the smallest or largest samurai in



vices are particularly useful to those who must be con~



Rokugan would look regal in this attire. In fact, the



stantly on their guard.



powerful magic of the vestment ensures that anyone



Meishodo Amulets come in various forms and each



wearing it appears calm and at peace with the world.



holds a different pO\:ver. Treat them as items of Fine



It creates for its wearer an imposing demeanor that can



Q!1ality. These handcrafted magical trinkets work only once, and are often unique. Once triggered, the magic



discourage his enemies from striking at him.



of such a device is released and the item becomes a



Anyone with the great good fortune to don The Most Honorable Iris Haori and Hakama of the Ide Family is



mundane amulet. Using these magical amulets is sim-



protected by its power. Those who \""ish to attack the



ple and requires the user to either speak a single word



wearer must first make a Contested Roll against him,



or concentrate on the amulet for a few seconds. A typi-



rolling a number of dice equal to their Honor Rank while



cal Meishodo Amulet is linked to one of the following traits (although other types exist): Agility, Awareness, Perception, and Reflexes. The amulet's magic boosts this specific Trait for I hour, either by augmenting the



sic School Rank or his Glory Rank, whichever is better. If the attacker loses the Contested Roll, he cannot bring himself to strike, and he cannot attempt another attack



Trait by 1 Rank or by granting 1 Free Raise each time



upon the wearer for the next 24 hours. If the attacker



the Trait is used (such as on a Skill Roll). Other Meishodo Amulets may instead hold a spell of Mastery Level I with a Range of Self. These items can be triggered by



wins the Contested Roll, he may strike normally, but the attack counts as a failed Honor Roll for him.



the wearer rolls a number of dice equal to either his Ba-



anyone who knows the command word. and the spell



Unicorn Saddle



lasts for half the duration it would normally have (with



The samurai of the Unicorn Clan have long been



a minimum of 1 round).



known for their superior horsemanship skills, which of-



Most Honorable Iris Haori and Hakama of the Ide Family



it is the Unicorn's blood, which holds a unique blend of true Rokugani and gaijin ancestry, that grants them



Even the wisest of the Unicorn Clan are uncertain



the wondrous abilities they have with horses. Others



ten seem to border on the supernatural. Some believe
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where these wondrous garments originated. Some sto-



think it is the ancient traditions of their Clan and their



ries say that they were made for Ide himself, while oth-



unique training which makes them such vvonderful cav-



alrymen. Some argue that all Unicorn samurai share



a special bond with the steed they ride. Most Unicorn



forming a massive curved edge that is obviously not of traditional Rokugani design. The blade is also serrated



samurai, however, feel such skills simply come natu-



in many places, forming over half a dozen tiny spikes



rally to them.



on several items fashioned by Iuchi shugenja of their



along both sides. The Saddle Cutter is said to have been created by an Utaku shugenja while the Clan was journeying through the Burning Sands, and it is clearly of gaijin design.



Clan and especially designed to make them even more



Many who have seen this odd looking weapon believe



fearsome riders. Among these are the little known (at



it \vas actually taken from one of the foreign tribes en-



Despite



these



unquestionable



talents,



however,



many Unicorn samurai would love to put their hands



least outside the Unicorn Lands) objects simply called Unicorn Saddles. The artisans of the Unicorn Clan have developed



countered by the Unicorn during their exile, and is not



several new and innovative \vays to craft saddles and



ons is confined to the Unicorn Clan. As far as anyone



stirrups, based on secrets learned from the Ujik-hai, a



can tell, all Utaku Saddle Cutters knmvn to exist are



gaijin race of nomadic horsemen with whom the Ki-Rin



wielded by samurai of the Utaku Family.



shared a close relationship. Unicorn Saddles still look exactly as they did in days long past, when the shugenja of the luchi Family fitst created them based on Ujik~hai models. These magical items are designed for a specific



an original creation of the Unicorn. Regardless of its specific origin, knowledge of how to craft these weap-
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by



a samurai of any Im-



own blood from his many wounds. Unfortunately, the last Champion to wear the armor, Hida Yakamo, per~



perial Family or a Great Clan Champion, it grants 3 Free



ished in the Shadowlands. vVhile he was resurrected



Raises to disarm an opponent as well as a bonus to all



by the naga and eventually ascended to the Celestial



Defense Skill Rolls equal to the wielder's Honor Rank.



Treasures of the Spider Clan (Shadowlands)



Heavens as Lord Sun, the Armor was left behind and



eventually corrupted by the noxious efforts of a powerful spavm of Tsuburu no Oni. The armor later arrived



in the Mantis Islands, sent there perhaps as a temptation far the young Yoritomo Kumika, who had inherited



the Taint from her mother and struggled to control it. The Mantis have had the armor in their possession ever since, and while they have made strides in reducing the



Anvil of Despair



corruption within it, it is still far too dangerous for any-



There are few artifacts in existence that can inspire such



one to wear it.



horror as the Anvil of Despair. The accursed arlifact was



Ketsuen is imbued with the essence of the Kami



created centuries ago under the direction of the sinister



Hida, who wore the armor centuries ago. Il grants a + I 0



Agasha Ryuden. An entire Minor Clan, the Boar, were



bonus to TN to Be Hit, and allows the wearer to ignore



sacrificed so that the Anvil could be brought into being



. CentLiries later, the madman Kokujin used it to create



a number of Wound Ranks equal to his School Rank in either the Hida Bushi School or the Yoritomo Bushi School (Le., both major bushi Schools founded by the line of Hida). The wearer is also highly resistant to the effects of magic; the TN for any spell targeting the wear-



the ShamcsV\lords, horrible in their own right if not quite



er is increased by an amount equal to his Earth Ring xS.



so insidious as their predecessors. Recently, the Crane



Unfortunately, because of the corruption within the ar·



Clan came into possession of the Anvil, although this



mar, this protection no longer extends to maho spells.



Llsing the blood of the First Oni. It was lIpon the Anvil that the infamous Asahina Yajinden later created the Bloods'rvords, the most terrible \veapons in existence.



fact remains a closely kept secret.



The Anvil of Despair is of such age and power that its mechanical effects are difficult to summarize. The artifact is aware, and attempts to use those who use



Truths, were both created by the swordsmith Kalu Haru



it. Anyone who attempts to craft something upon the



when his village was besieged by Chizaro no Oni, a



Anvil will gain a number of Free Raises equal to 5x their



lieutenant of the dreaded ani know only as the Maw.



Insight Rank. Any object crafted upon the Anvil will be



He threw his body and soul into creating two swords



a nemuranai, but it will be cursed in some way. Further·



which could defeat the ani. Each blade was tempered



more, using the Anvil lowers one's maximum possible



with powdered jade, but this proved insufficient protec·



Honor Rank by 1. Evil, tainted nemuranai can be ere·



tion, and the Taint of Chizaro no Oni twisted and cursed



ated on the Anvil far more readily, and when the Anvil



both blades. Kaiu Haru died defending the village, allowing his people to escape, but his blades fell into the grasp of the Shadowlands. Since then, both swords have appeared several times in both the Shadowlands and the Empire. The Blade of Secrets in particular has left a trail of broken heroes across the face of the Empire, although it has occasionally been used with effect



is used for this purpose, both the Free Raises awarded and the Honor reduction imposed are doubled.



Armor of Shadows (Ketsuen) The ancient armor known as the Armor of Shadows was



once an ancestral item possessed by the Crab Clan, the legendary Armor of the Shadow Warrior, worn by Hida himself during the First War and by almost every Crab Champion thereafter. Its sinister name derived from the
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Blade of Secrets The Blade of Secrets and its companion, the Blade of



black stain on its cords and ties, a stain made by Hida's



against creatures of the Shadowlands. Na one knows who currently wields it.



The Blade of Secrets is a wondrously well-made katana. The handle of the weapon is a \-vork of art in itself.



Made from gold, it curves slightly to form the stylized,



is a beautiful weapon. The handle is exquisitely made,



the tip of the hilt cast from gold and matching the weapon's unique tsuba, ''''hich is itself strangely designed. Unlike most tsuba, this one is not rounded but instead made to form intricate patterns on both sides where the blade of the weapon is narrow. Between its golden tip and beautiful tsuba, a layer, of the purest white silk cov-



ers the long steel handle. The sword's saya is just as impressive as the blade itself. and is made of bronze, gold, and lacquered wood. Strange and intricate patterns



elongated body of a duck. i\t a distance of approximately one hand and a half from the weapon's tsuba, the golden hilt narrows to form the neck of the creature.



On top of this narrow neck is an impressive duck head,



complete with onyx eyes and a long, straight beak. A tiny hole runs through both sides of the hilt at the base of the duck's beak. The lsuba is no less impressive than



no other saya in all of the Empire resembles it. The Blade of Truths, like the Blade of Secrets, can affect Invulnerable creatures as though it is jade. It al-



o on



Iqws the wielder to "explode" (re-roll) 9'5 on damage



m



increase the TN of his attack rolls. However, each time the wielder calls a Raise, he unknowingly loses a Void



point. If he runs out of Void, he will begin losing Ranks of Earth instead, but due to the hypnotic appeal of the blade, he will not be aware of this loss. He will always remain convinced that the sword is the best thing ever to happen to him, and will never willingly give it up. If



his Earth is reduced to zero by this effect, he falls into a coma for a number of hours equal to 35 minus his Earth



x4. When he awakens, his Earth and Void are penmanently reduced by I, and he is thereafter plagued with horrible, maddening dreams of violence and tonnent.
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terrible curse. Any time more than two dice explode on



the sword's damage rolls, any subsequent damage rolls made against the '.vielder of the sword roll and keep an extra die. This effect is cumulative, increasing each time



gold, the tsuba's rim is a wide ring from which two sl11all



It also has a singular power: the wielder's Raises do not



Vl



dice as though they were I D's. However, it also carries a



it is triggered.



and can harm Invulnerable creatures as though it is jade.



m



r-



die per day until it is gone.



pieces extend outvvard. Inside this ring are elaborate
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decorate the sheath of this unique magical katana, and



its hilt, but is of a much simpler design. Also made of



designs of unfathomable meaning. The Blade of Secrets is an Excellent quality katana








Deafening War Drums of Fu Leng The origins of the Deafening War Drums of Fu Leng are unknown. There are reports of attacks on the Kaiu



Wall by Shadowlands forces that were accompanied by a terrible, maddening sound that may well have been the \,Var Drums, but their first confirmed appearance in Rokugan came when the Shadowlands marched along-



side the Crab during the early days of the Clan \ Var. The drums were a powerful psychological weapon, causing even hardened veterans to break and run. The Deafening War Drums of Fu Leng require Performance: Musician 2 to be operated properly. When played during battle, they generate Fear 3 for all en-



Kitsu Juri, who presented it to the Lion Champion Mat-



su Nimuro. Nimuro duplicated himself using the Egg, creating a being called Tamago. The "false Nimuro" es-



emies within 500'. They also allow the player's allies,



caped and took control of the Lion armies, riding to his death at the hands of Moto Chagatai. The real Nimuro, after he recovered from the shock and confusion of be-



including the army commander, to add or subtract 5



ing duplicated, chose to take Tamago's name and has



from their result on the Mass Battle Table.



remained in hiding, living as a mnin.



Egg of P' an



Ku



Legends tell that the dragon P'an Ku, once the physical



The Egg does not require any rituals or special magics to use. It is simply touched to someone 'with the intent of making a duplicate, which form it then takes, perfect



manifestation of primal forces, turned itself into an egg



right down to clothing and equipment. The duplicate



after it had been driven completely insane by the powers of the Lying Darkness and the Taint. The Egg of P'an Ku is a unique artifact of exceptional qualiry, but it has caused much trouble since it first came into being. It is said the Egg has the power to create a shadow replica



has all the knowledge and understanding of the origi-



nal, but due to the influence of jigoku, inevitably succumbs to madness and evil, much like P'an Ku itself.



Eyes of )\linube



of anyone or anything. Like many other cursed nemura-



The Eyes of Ninube bear a striking resemblance to small



naL it has been tainted by the Shadowlands, and thus it is extremely dangerous for anyone to use it. The magic



crystals, save that they are jet black in appearance, and appear to be made of obsidian. They are not, however;



of the Egg of P'an Ku has been trigged on at least two



their true composition is unknown. They were presum-



occasions in the past, and both times it spelled trouble



ably created by the remnants of the Ninube Family that survived the Battle of Oblivion's Gate. Unlike their Goju associates, the Ninube declined the patronage of the



for Rokugan.



Bayushi Kachiko used the power of the Egg during the Clan War. After Shosuro Kachiko became the wife of the Scorpion Champion Bayushi Shoju, she gave birth to a son by her former lover, Doji Hoturi. Shoju accepted the child, named Bayushi Dairu, as his own



and proclaimed him heir of the Scorpion Clan. At the end of the Scorpion Clan Coup, Doji Hoturi slew Bay-



Shadow Dragon to pursue their own, mysterious agenda.



They bestowed the Eyes upon their servants for specific purposes, and distributed others throughout the Empire to trouble the samurai of Rokugan. Although the Ninube and their plots were crushed by Asahina Sekawa in the ruins of Otosan Uchi, their Eyes still remain.



with his lunacy, nol to mention raising a major peas-



ant revolt. Although the Mad Prophet has finally been killed, his daisho remains unaccounted for, and thus



his madness may not truly be at an end. Like its master, Kokujin's Daisho is a sinister and



corrupting inOuence. Although many long to see it destroyed, doing so might well unleash rather than eliminate the wickedness contained within.



Kokujin's Daisho grants powerful dueling abilities to its bearer. Anyone who wields it in a duel gains a 3



Rank bonus to laijutsu, a 2 Rank bonus to Agility, and a 1 Rank bonus to Void (if they have no Void Ring, they are considered to have 3 Void Ranks). Any opponent who survives a duel against Kokujin's daisho and v"ho Anyone in possession of an Eye of Ninube may use the Rank 1 Goju Ninja School Technique at any time. Doing so results in the loss of I Honor Point each



does not already possess the Shadowlands Taint gains



time.



gardless of how much or how little damage they sus-



1 Rank in it. Any opponent who survives the duel and



who already possesses the Taint dies after the duel, retained.



Gtl'andfathel"s Jaw The item knov-m as Grandfather's Jaw is the jawbone



Koutetsu lyokLt



of a pm-verful maho-tsukai who perished centLlries ago.



The Spider Clan v-,Ias among the Clans who received an



Somehow, the man's spirit is bound to the last remnant



exquisitely crafted suit of armor from an as yet unknown



of his physical body, and it is able to communicate with



benefactor during the late summer of 1169. These suits



those who bear it. The jawbone was found by Iuchi Shahai, the ambitious and amoral daughter of the Iuchi Daimyo, and under its tutelage she became one of the



of armor are among the finest in the Empire, and the



greatest maho-tsukai of her generation. Since she be-



their portfolio of dark talents. Given that the armor ap-



came the wife of Daigotsu and mother to his son, her at-



pears to have been crafted recently, it can only be as-



tention to Grandfather's Jaw has waned, but she retains



sumed that its powers were awakened during the craft-



the jawbone just in case.



ing process.



Grandfather's Jaw allows its owner to cast spells as



Spider's set, Koutetsu Iyoku, bears no obvious trace of Shadowlands Taint, although it has abilities similar to



Treat Koutetsu Iyoku as heavy armor that adds a bonus to TN to Be Hit equal to 10 + (the wearer's Insight



if possessing + I Rank of the Maho-Tsukai Shugenja School. Grandfather's spirit is effectively a sensei of the Maho-Tsukai School ,,,,'ith Instruction 10, but he is also



Rank x 2). There is no TN penalty to actions for 'Nearing



insane, and his "students" must endure his cackling



bat automatically lose their highest rolled die on attack



laughter and insane babble.



the armor. Opponents facing Koutetsu Iyoku in comrolls made against the armor's ,,,,carer. If the v'lcarer's Void Ring is less than 4, treat it as if it ,,,,as 4 when fight-



Kokujin's Daisho



ing a duel.



Few names strike as much fear into the heart of samu-



Lost Ono of Osano- Wo



rai as Kokujin, the former vassal of the Dragon Clan Champion and current plague upon Ihe Empire. Kokujin is absolutely, irredeemably mad, and his madness tends to be infectious. It is not the prospect of death at his hands that makes others fear Kokujin, but rather the notion they mighl be driven mad by his mere presence.



come pmverful nemuranai. A small number have also



Kokujin has corrupted more than one loyal samurai



been lost to the Shadowlands. The Ono was given to



The so-called Lost Ono is one of many weapons that were in the personal arsenal of Hida Osano-vVo, the



second Crab Champion and later the Fortune of Fire and Thunder. Many of Osano-Wo's weapons have be-
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the Mantis Champion Hotaka at the Battle of the Cresting Wave, as a reward for the troops he brought to that desperate struggle. Tragically, Hotaka was lost to the



in the hands of anyone who does not have at least I Rank of Shadowlands Taint. For those who have at least



Shadowlands. and the Ono with him. Centuries later, it



1 Taint Rank, it is a 4k3 katana, able to harm Invulner-



appeared in the hands of the Lost, and they enjoy the effect it has on the Crab. The Lost Ono is a DR 3kS ono, and as a Major nemu-



able foes. They can take a Simple Action to awaken the



ranai can harm Invulnerable foes. The wielder can sub-



stitute his Ranks in any other Weapon Skill for his Rank in Heavy Weapons. It also has a powerful fear effect; treat it as having Fear 3, which only targets the Ono's direct opponent. The wielder may also cast the spell The Fury of Osano-Wo (see Legend of the Five Rings Roleplaying Game Third Edilion core rule book, p. 239) 3 times per day.



This unique blade functions like a mundane katana



power of Taint within the blade. Once active, the sword can re-roll any dice in an attack roll that have a result



equal or less than the wielder's Void Ring (they must keep the second roll). The Lotus Blade of the Shadowlands also grants a bonus to DR equal to the wielder's Shadowlands Taint Rank if the target of the attack has a Taint Rank of O. Finally, it can unleash a Fear 4 effect on all enemies within 100' of it.



Masks of the Oni In some ways, the Masks of the Oni are comparable



Lotus Blade of the Shadowlands (]\lokemono)



in nature to the Dragon Helms; they are powerful ar-



Isi Xing Guo created ten very special blades as a parting gift when he became the Fortune of Steel. Nokemono



from another realm ,-vhose pml..'ers mortals can barely comprehend. The Masks of the Oni, however, were not



the gift of Tsi Xing Guo to the Shadowlands, came to



made in secret by ambitious mortal hands. Rather, they



Daigotsu in 1167. The following year, Daigotsu Eiya - a Kakita who had been tainted and twisted by Daigotsu Taki - defeated Munemitsu no Oni's attack on



were brought into existence by the Oni Lords them-



the Temple of the Ninth Kami. As a reward for his ser-



the pOvver commanded by an Oni Lord, but the price for



vice, Daigotsu gave him the Lotus Blade of the Shadowlands. The powerful artifact is still in his possession. The very existence of the blade Nokemono is considered a grievous insult to all of the Great Clans, since



gaining such power is steep indeed.



it seems to place them on equal footing with the hated



While this would explain why the ani Lords are so hos-



Shadowlands (not to mention the despised ratlings).



tile toward those who wear their masks, it does beg the



tifacts that contain a fragment of the essence of beings



selves, in hopes of spreading their influence throughout the mortal realm. Each mask contains a tiny fraction of



There are those who whisper the Oni Masks were not



created by the ani Lords as they claim, but were instead created in a manner similar to the Dragon Helms.



Those few Rokugani who know of the blade's existence



question as to who would be capable of such a feat, and



would dearly love to see it destroyed. Unfortunately,



why the ani Lords have not yet destroyed the masks.



even if the gifts of Heaven could be easily destroyed,



All Masks of the Oni confer upon their wearers 1



removing it from the grasp of the murderous engine of



point of Shadowlands Taint for every hour (fractions rounded up) they are worn. No amount of jade or crys-



slaughter who holds it would be a massive undertaking.



The Lotus Blade of the Shadowlands is a dreadful weapon, but at first glance it appears quite ordinary. It is kept in a saya made of the deepest black wood and decorated



Willpower Roll against a TN of 10. If he fails, the will



with silver trimmings. Although many would pay a hefty



of the mask has subsumed him, and he cannot remove



sum for this saya, it is quite mundane compared to the



it. The wearer can make another Raw Willpower Roll to



tal can prevent this. If the wearer tries to remove the mask , V>
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This part of Isha's Yumi is covered with a tightly woven reddish brown strand of leather. At both ends the bow bends and extends before curving in the other direction, giving it a great deal of draw strength. Isha's Yumi has a range of 600'. It grants a bonus to Initiative Rolls equal to the wielder's Kyujutsu Skill Rank and one Free Raise on all Kyujutsu attack rolls.



'treasures of the Nezumi Bone of the Tattered ear Tribe The Tattered Ear Tribe was the largest of all the nezumi tribes, and had an unusually friendly relationships with humans. But one of their most powerful artifacts is steeped in conflict and misunderstanding vl/ith humans. To prove their friendship, the nezumi of the Tat-



Isha's )!umi When the Isha succeeded the Qamar as leader of the



tered Ear once offered a fetish to the Sparrow Clan. This item, however, had been crafted from the thighbone of



naga, he inherited the ancient artifacts of his predeces-



the fallen brother of the Sparrow Daimyo. Although the



sor: the Armor of the Qamar and the Spear of the Naga. These items had always been the symbols of the office



representative of the Tattered Ear Tribe did not intend any insult, the Sparrow took this as an unforgivable of-



that he now held, and so he bore them \\lith honor and pride. The Isha, hmvever, had other \veapons imbued



fense, and the Clan instantly became an enemy of all Nezumi. Ironically, the Bone of the Tattered Ear Tribe,



with magic. The most important of these was the power-



as the magical fetish came to be known, is said to be an extremely pmverfu! artifact, and would indeed have been



ful yumi he kept with him at all times. Isha's Yumi, as the enchanted bow came to be called, is a unique artifact of tremendous power. Though no



a very generous gift. No one knows where it now lies, although many in Rokugan would like to unearth it.
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The Bone of the Tattered Ear Tribe is a crude-looking club of a brownish color. Carved from a human thighbone, the head of this weapon mounts pointed fangs,



crafted from dead nesh. Treat a Crippled Bone Blade as a katana of Fine



forming a circle around it approximately two inches



Quality. The weapon grants a + 1k I bonus to attack



ever choose to wield such a weapon - they are, after all,



from its top, Volhich has been smoothed and rounded



and damage rolls. Additionally, a foe making a Disann,



off. This smooth surface is cut with simple lines and



Feint, or Knockdown against the wielder of a Crippled



elaborate carved rings that form several grooves. The



Bone Blade must call 2 additional Raises to do so.



other end of the artifact is jagged and uneven by comparison, as though the bone from which it had been



Lotus Blade of the Nezumi CAsatte)



made was broken.



Before the master smith Tsi Xing Guo ascended to become the Fortune of Steel, he forged ten swords and



Treat the Bone of the Tattered Ear Tribe as a tetsubo of Excellent Quality. Anyone with at last I Rank in the Heavy Weapons Skill wielding this mighty club gains a +2kO bonus to all attack and damage rolls made with It. It also grants a 2 Rank bonus to Strength.



offered these wondrous blades as a parting gift. Some-



how, one of these blades, called Asatte, made its way to the Nezumi in 1167. Asatte is the most precious artifact the nezumi



Cl'ippled Bone Blade



owned. It was placed in the care of Chikel, who proudly



A Crippled Bone Blade is sword shaped to resemble a



continued to wield it until the time came for the ne-



katana, except it is crafted from bone rather than from



zumi to confront Tomorrow. It is not known whether



steel, giving it a beige or light brown shade rather than a metallic hue. A typical Crippled Bone Blade is made



the blade shared the fate of the nezumi when they went



from the femur of a fallen nezumi. The bones used to



make Crippled Bone Blades are carefully chosen, and



power are 110t destroyed easily. Despite its grand origins, the Lotlls Blade of the Ne-



only the remains of a great nezumi warrior can be im-



zumi looked rather ordinary. Asatte's blade, made of



into Yume-do to confront Tomorrow, but artifacts of this



polished steel, had the same width and length as the



mortalized into this very special type of wcapon. The entire weapon is made from a single bone, carved



average katana. Its tsuba was Wide, cast from silvery



with delicate detail. The tsuba typically takes the form



steel, and many black lines, encircled by a thick black



by over half a dozen narrow pillars issuing from the body of the blade. Despite its



ring, spread out from its middle where the hilt of the



of a thick ring supported



weapon protruded. The handle of the katana was covered with a layer of silk of a strange grayish green hue, forming a traditional Rokugani checkered pattern. At the end of the hilt was a silvery knob that bore the symbol of the nezumi: a rat. The saya of Asatte was simple



delicate appearance, this tsuba is as strong as steel. The



hilt of a Crippled BOlle Blade is covered with a thick strip of silk, velvet, or cotton woven around the handle.



This unsophisticated design makes the hilt uneven but surprisingly comfortable. The end of the handle is usually thicker and decorated with simple lines or shapes carved into the bone. A short, tightly woven cord, typically from the same material used to cover the hilt, is



and made out of wood, with the same coloration as the



soft silk that covered the hilt of the weapon. Bands of patterned silver also decorated it. The Lotus Blade of the Nezumi functioned as a mun-



often attached to the butt. Many samurai who have



dane Excellent katana in the hands of anyone but a



seen a Crippled Bone Blade refer to this as the weapon's "tail." Although a Crippled Bone Blade appears to be both heavy and unwieldy, it is actually extremely light and



nezumi In the hands of a ratling, Asatte became a DR 4k3 katana, and its full pO\~rers could be activated with a Simple Action. Once activated, the sword granted a



bonus to Initiative Rolls in kept dice equal to the ra-



easy to use in battle. The edge of the weapon is sim-



Lling's Fire Ring. Also, at the beginning of a skirmish



ilarly deceiving. While it is thick and looks blunt on



combat round, the wielder could choose to exchange



casual inspection, the weapon is in fact as sharp as



his current Initiative with his TN to Be Hit for the dura-



any expertly wrought katana. Because of its look and



tion of the round.



origin, however, no honorable or pious samurai would
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Tomo....ow's Hou..glass The history of the unique artifact: known as Tomorrow's



Hourglass is shrouded in mystery. No onc can tell who created this powerful item or how old it \vas, but it seems



to have been designed especially for the ratlings. It was Oh'krch vl/ho first discovered Tomorrow's Hourglass in



the Tomb of the Seven Thunders. However, Oh'krch did not know \""hat he had found, and presented the



hourglass to the Chief of Chiefs Kan'ok'ticheck and the shaman Atch-zin. These experienced Nezumi examined the item at length, and Atch-zin concluded that it was connected to Tomorrow - thus he named the item Tomorrow's Hourglass. Tomorrovv's Hourglass vI'as a simple looking object, although of extremely good quality. Despite its antiquity it remained pristine in its appearance, as though it v.. 'as never affected by time. It was shaped from a single piece of the clearest glass, forming two vvide bulbs



linked together by a fine tube. Tomorrow's Hourolass b was filled with pure white sand which slowly dripped



the t\vo shugenja labored selflessly on their construction, ultimately giving their own lives to ensure success.



The Oracles gifted the completed items to the mortals of Rokugan during the Clan Wars, hoping thereby to compensate for the imbalance caused by the Dark Oracles when they unleashed the Elemental Terrors.



,;A..mo.. of €a..th The Armor of Earth is the most powerful of the five items



forged by Shingon and Yogosha. It was first used ~ and is still owned by - Utaku Xieng Chi, the Daimyo of the Utaku Family. The Armor of Earth is a strange suit that seems to be made from greenish rock. There are those who have dubbed the armor grotesque and unfit for a noble, but
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during battle, disagrees. Although the suit has a strange runes and a multitude of spikes of varying sizes, its magic is quite practical. Despite its ungainly appearance, the Armor of Earth



second. A simple frame of black wood, composed of two round plates held together by three simple pillars, held the hourglass in place. Thick rings of gold deco-



+20 to TN to be Hit instead of the normal +10. When v'/orn, the suit adjusts itself to fit its bearer's body, making it surprisingly comfortable, so it does not inflict any



It was the shaman Mak'irtch who discovered how



TN penalties on the wearer. Wearing the Armor of Earth



to use the magic of Tomorrow's Hourglass. With it,



grants unparalleled Strength and Stamina, raising both of those traits by 1.



enter the Realm of Dreams, to help the Transcendents



m
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shape, ,"vith various rock plates covered by strange



functions as standard Rokugani heavy armor, but adds



Mak'irtch allm'\/ed almost the entire nezumi race to



(J> (J>



Xieng Chi, who wore the armor on several occasions



from one side to the other, grain by grain, second by



rated the ends of these columns.
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